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Introduction

By Dissegna M., Carraro G.

T
he strategic choice of considering some forestry mitigation measures in 

the Kyoto Protocol has increased the interest for forest carbon credits 

dramatically on a global scale and has determined the settlement of parallel 

and independent carbon markets that are commonly called Voluntary 

Carbon Markets (VCM) (Hamilton et al. 2009). These markets provide for companies, 

governments, organizations, and citizens buying credits on a voluntary basis to 

offset their emissions, generated by various activities (e.g. a trip, the organization 

of a congress or a music show, etc.). For this reason, they are intentionally flexible, 

but they also often have no clear and transparent rules that can guarantee the 

effectiveness in terms of offsetting capacity.

A major problem in the organization of voluntary markets, particularly in relation with 

offsetting measures, regards the guarantee system related to the real carbon sinking 

capacity generated by the investments (Pettenella 2007). The proposed standards must 

therefore consider and communicate clearly both typical carbon market criticalities and 

specific criticalities for the forestry sector. Among the latter the following main criticalities 

can be mentioned:

•	Additionality: Investments to improve climate conditions must be additional to a 

normal management scenario (the so-called “business as usual”). These activities 

must therefore aim explicitly to stock CO2 and do not represent investments that 

would have taken place, however (e.g. plantations made with public contributions);

•	  Permanence: In case of credits originated by forests, it is particularly necessary to 

consider the possibility that phenomena may occur determining the partial or total 

re-emission of the stocked carbon in the atmosphere (e.g. as a consequence of fires, 

parasite attack, tree collapsing, …)

•	  Double-accounting: Credits that have already been recorded in national reports cannot 

be sold.
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By Dissegna M., Carraro G.

The discussion on the “after-Kyoto”, that is, on the second period of commitment that will 

start after 2012, is presently in progress and there is a widespread opinion that all possible 

carbon stocking forms will be boosted in the future, as long as new technologies limiting 

emissions will not be available. As a consequence, involving agroforestry landowners 

and orienting them towards management forms favouring organic substance stocking 

is doomed to become a relevant strategy for reducing greenhouse gas concentration. 

Demonstrating the effectiveness of new voluntary agreements between emitters and 

agroforestry landowners to stock carbon is also of great importance, to highlight that 

containing and avoiding emissions remains the first obligation, while offsetting is a 

secondary mitigation device.

The project titled Carbomark “Improvement of policies toward local voluntary carbon 

markets for climate change mitigation” (www.carbomark.org/) was co-financed by the 

European Commission through the LIFE+ Programme (LIFE07 ENV/IT 000388). It aimed 

at demonstrating the possibility of settling “local carbon markets” in which “industrial” 

subjects (emitters) – particularly, small and medium enterprises that are not presently 

included in the international carbon market – together with the owners of farm and 

forestry areas (sinkers) can participate with the purpose of favouring CO2 stocking and 

sustainable forest management. More specifically, the project aims at demonstrating 

that these markets can be created in sub-national geographic areas and their settlement 

is justified both by the reduction in greenhouse gases and by a number of positive effects 

on the territory – e.g. active and sustainable forest management, preservative farm soil 

management, citizens’ raise of awareness, promotion of sustainable development, and 

direct control of stocking initiatives.

As far as forest management is concerned, the project wants to demonstrate that 

the worth of the externalities generated by forests can be assessed in terms of 

improvement in air quality. In the future, this possibility will be further applied to measure 

the contribution that forests give to improve water and soil quality.

Moreover, the project intends to tackle some previously described issues in relation with 

the criticalities of the initiatives that are based on the use of forests as a resource, which 

are linked – as already mentioned – to the fact that carbon stocking in forest biomass is 

reversible and difficult to monitor through time.

The project has adopted a rigorous, reliable and transparent methodology to calculate 

carbon credits as well as their respective accounting credits, which are also based on 

methodologies that are approved by other international certification standards of forestry 
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credits – including Voluntary Carbon Standard (www.v-c-s-.org). In this context, new 

approaches have also been considered, among which monitoring plans both for carbon 

stocking and for carbon emitting initiatives have been introduced, and local political 

players have been actively involved.

CarboMark project considers the following reference areas:

1. Sustainable forest management;

2. Urban forestry;

3. Wood products;

4. Biochar.

With regard to the credits generated by sustainable forest management, the project has 

paid special attention to the method to guarantee the following: the additionality principle, 

by choosing forest management criteria based on best practices related to previous 

regulation and application standards; the permanence of CO2 shares to trade is of at least 

30 years, excluding a guarantee buffer to prevent possible external disturbances; the 

need for avoiding double-accounting, i.e. for calculating shares twice, thus overlapping 

the Kyoto Protocol and related national reporting.

The experimental character of the initiative aims at demonstrating the market feasibility, 

which purposely features very small traded volumes that cannot be perceptible at 

inventory level, but rather on a local scale only.

The commitment undertaken to define the methodologies for counting and monitoring 

carbon credits in local CarboMark market consists in creating a reliable market, not 

just because the generated credits are effective and real, but also because it induces 

effective behaviour in credit buyers, e.g. through the implementation of emission 

reduction policies.

Those who buy carbon credits in local CarboMark market – which is a “closed market” 

and is accessible only to the subjects that commit themselves to comply with the strict 

market rules – will not buy the right to pollute, but rather the commitment to reduce 

one’s own emissions through time. This commitment will be monitored regularly.
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Carbon markets: 

effectiveness and 

future perspectives 

By Stefanelli S.

1.1. What are carbon credits

C
arbon markets are economic instruments to reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions. They are often used alongside other instruments, such as 

greenhouse gas taxation (or carbon tax ) and regulations that introduce 

the adoption of low carbon emissions technologies and consumption. The 

term carbon markets generally refers to the buying and selling of emissions permits 

or carbon credits that can be either distributed by a regulatory body or generated 

through carbon sequestration projects.

Emissions reductions are traded in carbon credits, units that are generally expressed in 

CO2 tons. There are two types of carbon markets: regulated and voluntary markets. The 

former set an emissions cap (or ceiling) for the emitters, which also represents the total 

reduction target to meet, while the latter have no targets to meet and nearly all carbon 

credits are generated through transactions carried out by mitigation projects.

Nowadays, nearly all credits are traded in the regulated market, with 6,692 million 

tons of CO2  transactions in 2011, whereas only 131 M CO2 tons have been exchanged 

in the voluntary market. Although the exchanged volumes in the voluntary market 

merely represent 0.2 percent of the credits traded globally, they make up poor 
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volumes with other strengths like flexibility, the introduction of innovative mitigation 

actions, lower transaction costs as well as developing accounting and monitoring 

methodologies that are later adopted in regulated markets.

1.2 The european market – the emission Trading System. Perspectives 
by 2020

The main carbon credits market is the “Emission Trading System” (ETS), one of the 

Kyoto Protocol economic tools to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, which came 

into force in January 2005. The EU ETS is to date the largest carbon trading scheme 

established. The ETS exchanged 83% of all carbon credits in 2010 and still represents 

the main platform of carbon credits worldwide (Hamilton et al. 2011). The ETS is based 

on the cap and trade system, where the cap for emissions is set individually for each 

installation as part of each country’s national allocation plan (NAP). Each Member State 

of the EU is responsible for ensuring that allocations under each NAP meet  the national 

emissions target set by the Commission.

In this market, an emitter or installation is given a maximum amount of emissions 

allowances (cap ). At the end of each year, if the company has emitted more than it is 

allowed to, it will buy credits in the market. If it has reduced more emissions than the 

assigned cap, it will gain the right to sell credits. Such flexibility in the reduction methods 

allows the company to cut emissions in the most economically efficient way.

The amount of allowances granted to installations becomes lower every year and in 

2020 global emissions will be lower by 21% as opposed to the starting year 2005.

The ETS market works in 30 countries – 27 European countries, in addition to Iceland, 

Norway and Liechtenstein – and includes CO2 emissions of sectors like refineries, power 

plants, cement, paper, pulp and glass industries, iron installations. All these sectors 

together produce 40% of total European emissions. The aviation sector will be included 

in the market in 2012. In 2013 the third market phase will take off and significant 

changes will take place, including an allowance auctioning system to increase market 

effectiveness. Moreover, the free allowance allocations – or grandfathering –, which was 

strongly criticized in the first and second ETS phases, will be gradually replaced by larger 

amounts of allowances sold through auctions in order to reflect the real market price 

assigned to each ton of CO2 by buyers.
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The most remarkable innovations for the third ETS phase are therefore the allowance 

auctioning system and the inclusion of the aviation sector. Particularly the emissions 

generated by all domestic and international flights arriving to and departing from Europe 

will be included in the ETS.

Similarly to all other big emitters, air companies will be assigned an amount of allowances 

and a cap.

1.3 Voluntary markets

The voluntary market rose by 34% in 2010, compared to 2009. By far and large although 

these transactions represent less than 1% of the volumes traded on global regulated 

and non-regulated markets, voluntary markets are altogether important because they 

introduce innovative mitigation projects such as credits from Reduced Emissions from 

Deforestation and Degradation (REDDs). Moreover they increase companies awareness 

and responsibility, involve small and medium emitters – which would otherwise have 

no obligations in regulated markets – and allow to reduce emissions at lower costs in 

comparison with regulated markets. In fact, the average exchange rate in the voluntary 

market is €4 t/CO2 eq. against €16 t/CO2 eq. in the ETS. An interesting fact related to the 

2010 voluntary market is that 46% of exchanged credits is generated by agro-forestry 

projects of carbon sequestration followed by projects on renewable energies (Hamilton et 

al. 2011). This fact represents a milestone and highlights the voluntary market investors’ 

interest for actions and projects – such as avoiding deforestation, improving forest 

management and afforestation – which, beside sequestrating carbon, provide additional 

environmental benefits. Among the most traded forest credits, avoided deforestation 

(REDDs) is gaining environmental, market and political credit, particularly after being 

included in the actions of the future climate agreement. In addition to these bilateral 

initiatives to support REDDs development in Africa – such as the Norway Forest Climate 

Initiative – have added political credibility to the measure. In addition to REDDs projects, 

afforestation, re-forestation (6% of the negotiations), improved forest management (5%) 

as well as farm soil management (3%) play an important role.

The role of forest credits certification standards has now gained ground among 

investors and in 2010 the Voluntary Carbon Standard (VCS) protocol has certified 34% 

of the total exchanged volumes. The VCS is followed by the Climate Community and 
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Biodiversity standard (CCB), which often works together with the VCS, as CCB does 

not quantify credits, whereas it certifies the ethical contribution of mitigation projects 

to the community, such as environmental and social benefits. The credit certification 

standard approach to ethical and social impacts does not consider only “offsetting”, but 

it includes some aspects related to biodiversity, equal financial distribution, alongside 

the human and social impacts of agroforestry mitigation projects. Beyond the CCB and 

VCS, there are other standards that place a value on additional benefits – such as Social 

Carbon, Brasil Mata Viva, Plan Vivo and others. This fact is particularly important for 

the development of voluntary agro-forestry mitigation projects in countries with poor 

environmental governance, such as in developing countries where ethical and social 

aspects, although neglected,  are often as important as offsetting activities.

1.4 International players in the carbon credit market

There are several players either in the voluntary and regulated markets. Among them 

the World Bank is the institution that through the Carbon Finance Unit has mostly 

contributed to the development of mitigation projects through the main tools of the  

Kyoto Protocol, the Clean Development Mechanism and the Joint Implementation. 

The Bank has started several initiatives to fight climate change and has set up specific 

and country based funds for the development of mitigation projects to support the 

commitment that each country has undertaken under the Kyoto Protocol. Some of 

these funds are specialized in specific mitigation activities, such as the BioCarbon 

Fund, which invests in agroforestry mitigation projects in emerging economies and in 

developing countries, and the Italian Carbon Fund, which supports the commitment 

that Italy has undertaken to reduce emissions. Furthermore, the World Bank has 

developed more initiatives, such as the Forest Carbon Partnership Initiative (FCPI), 

aiming at exploring new mitigation and adaptation climate change measures in 

developing countries that are more vulnerable and exposed to climate change impacts. 

Particularly, the FCPI intends to assist some countries where deforestation is growing 

at an alarming rate in implementing activities and measures with local communities 

to support avoided deforestation as well as measures for the improvement of carbon 

stocks and sustainable forest management. At the moment, 37 tropical countries have 

subscribed the financial plan supporting the initiative endorsed by developed countries, 
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companies and development agencies for a total sum of 447 million dollars.

If the World Bank represents one of the major operators in the global carbon market, other 

operators play either the role of project developer and broker, by purchasing and selling 

credits. Among them companies like Ecosecurities and Camco International provide 

a wide range of carbon services thus ensuring, beside credits, other related services, 

such as carbon footprint assessment and carbon management plans, as well as credit 

certification.Other companies like CarboNeutralCompany mainly act as broker between 

buyers and sellers of credits. In some cases, when the organization has already adopted 

both an offsetting plan and an internal carbon reduction  strategy to reduce emissions, 

alliances and foundations have been established not only to develop mitigation projects, 

but also to implement climate change adaptation plans, in the most vulnerable regions. 

This is the case of HSBC bank, which beyond developing an internal carbon emissions 

reduction program, has set up an alliance with The Climate Group, WWF, Earthwatch 

and the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute in order to develop measures and plans 

aiming at reducing climate impact on forest and water ecosystems as well as on at-risk 

populations in the most vulnerable regions.

1.5 Future market perspectives

Although the voluntary market remains rather small, it represents an important 

component of global carbon markets. The voluntary actions led by individuals and 

organizations that are aware of the importance of tackling climate change represent an 

important message of the need of action and the rapid growth of voluntary markets is a 

clear indicator of this trend. At the same time, a future agreement on climate among the 

main emitting countries is still uncertain, and this affects the development of a global carbon 

market – particularly, with regard to the credits generated by CDM or CERs after 2012. 

When the Kyoto Protocol runs out in 2012, only Europe, which has established a binding 

emissions reduction target of 20% by 2020, will continue operating in the markets. As 

a consequence, the ETS and CERs credits will only be working in European countries.

Under a scenario of uncertainty on the perspectives of regulated markets, long-term 

carbon prices will be a crucial indicator for the development of innovative technologies 

supporting the progress towards a low carbon economy. In this context, policies and 

regulations that put a cap on carbon emissions coupled with financial instruments as well 
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as private and public capital to support low carbon technologies will be crucial and will  

lead to the development of low  carbon impact and energy intensity societies.

To sum up, notwithstanding the uncertainty related to future carbon markets, they 

remain an effective instrument to shift private capital towards effective actions to fight 

climate change.  
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The role of agroforestry measures
in emissions reduction

2.1 Opportunities related to forest management and wood product 
credits in Carbomark

By Anfodillo T., Pierobon F.

C
arbomark offers interesting opportunities to market carbon credits related 

to sustainable forest management. Choosing this activity to generate 

credits depends on the accomplishment wih some fundamental rules 

ensuring that the generated credits are real, that is, they respect the 

following principles: additionality, permanence, uniqueness and transparency.

The first requirement needed to have access to the market is that the parcels of 

forest are still harvested and are correctly managed in accordance with a Forest 

Rearrangement Plan or an equivalent device. As a matter of fact, this Plan ensures 

that every undertaken forest management action is recorded and kept under control 

through a Monitoring Plan. Only harvested forest parcels are taken into account, 

because other parcels with functions related to protection, tourism and recreation as 

well as to environment and landscape are not harvested, therefore their additionality 

cannot be proved.

The second requirement of fundamental importance is represented by the fact that the 

carbon sink generating credits has not been already recorded for the Kyoto Protocol. 

This means that particular attention will be paid to the double-accounting issue.

As a matter of fact, forest management is considered in Art. 3.4 of the Kyoto Protocol. 

On the contrary, Art. 3.3 concerns the forestry sector as for the Land-Use, Land-Use 

Change and Forestry (LULUCF) measures, that is, Afforestation, Reforestation and 

Deforestation, which are entirely counted in the Kyoto Protocol and are not therefore 

eligible to generate credits for voluntary markets.

Art. 3.4 about forest management establishes caps for each country in the use of 

carbon sinks, to the aim of meeting Kyoto targets – e.g. for Italy the cap is 2.78MtC 
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per year, which corresponds to 10.2 MtCo2eq per year. This cap corresponds to the 

human induced sink fraction, that is, caused by man’s action.

In accordance with this principle, Carbomark is settled on a methodology allowing 

to sell in the voluntary market a part of the credits generated by a carbon sink that 

prove to be additional to the Business As Usual situation (BAU), which represents 

the market baseline. This carbon sink quantity is the result of forest management 

actions, such as saving the wood increment in relation with a consolidated regional/ 

local standard, reducing the removal or restructuring of forest areas with low 

density coverage.

To guarantee the permanence principle, shares generated both through forest 

management and through wood products and sold in Carbomark market have to be 

kept for at least 30 years and cannot be used for other purposes. The generated credit 

is additional, as it results from a forest owner’s voluntary action, who undertakes the 

commitment of saving more than he/she would have done, in case he/she had not 

joined the market.

Permanence is the characteristic related to carbon credit duration through time. A forest 

can undergo various disturbances – such as, fires, parasite attacks, tree collapsing, 

etc. – that can compromise the stability of their climate function. For this reason, 

a portion – called “buffer” – has to be deducted from the marketed credits, which 

corresponds to the biomass reckoned as biotic or abiotic disturbance on the base of 

historical data. The permanence of the carbon credits traded in Carbomark market has 

been established in 30 years and in this period, a forest owner has to preserve them.

To guarantee that carbon credits are not double-accounted in addition to the Kyoto 

Protocol, the property’s eligibility for the market is previously checked and it is only 

given to those parcels having, in a business as usual situation, a carbon sink equal 

to at least the average contribution that can be attributed to that property calculated 

for the Kyoto Protocol. In this way, it is guaranteed that all saved credits that are 

additional to the business as usual will not be considered for the Kyoto Protocol, so 

double-accounting is avoided.

The above-described methodology is certainly extremely precautionary, since it allows 

to market a very limited amount of credits, as opposed to the total; however, a big 

effort has been made to observe the fundamental principles of the voluntary market 

and to propose an innovative and rigorous methodology.

It must be also pointed out that sustainable forest management credits are not 

By Anfodillo T., Pierobon F. 
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considered as real carbon credits for Carbomark market, but rather as an indirect 

indicator of the additional commitments that forest owners voluntarily undertake to 

demonstrate that they are willing to adopt silviculture best practices to maximize 

the indirect environmental benefits provided by their forests. Actually, Carbomark 

aims at demonstrating the possibility of assigning a “money value” to one of the 

numerous externalities of forests that is not directly linked to selling timber.

Because of the experimental character of this project, Carbomark market features 

more innovative aspects. Among the main innovative proposals related to 

forest management, the involvement of public administrations is to mention. All 

transactions between sellers (forest owners) and buyers (companies) are guided 

by the Kyoto Observatory located at the Regional Administration’s premises. The 

Observatory supervises and facilitates the demand-offer match as well as it notifies 

the traded amounts in specific registers. The involvement of public administrations 

in the voluntary carbon market is innovative in the national context and is also 

an element that is very appreciated by credit buyers, because credit transactions 

feature great transparency. Moreover, the presence of transaction registers ensures 

that no credits are paid for twice, because they are all included in the registers. On 

the other hand, Regional administrations are the most appropriate organizations 

for functions related to forestry, being the owners of all Forestry planning tools. 

The Carbomark market mechanism has been developed in cooperation with the 

Regional administrations (of Veneto and Friuli Venezia Giulia) to the purpose of 

being more easily integrated into the Forest Rearrangement Plans.

Another innovative aspect of the market is represented by the transaction 

methods. Presently, carbon markets are generally exchange platforms where 

anybody – being it a company, an individual citizen, an association, etc. – can buy 

varying credit amounts to offset some company’s emissions as well as single 

events through single transactions. On the contrary, Carbomark market is only 

opened to those companies that commit themselves to reduce their emissions 

and to achieve results that can be monitored through time, whereas offsetting is 

a marginal measure, compared to reduction measures, which is maintained for 

a given time. In Carbomark market, a transaction occurs through direct contact 

between two parties and under the supervision of the Regional administration they 

belong to, by means of the respective Kyoto Observatory.

What has been so far described highlights another innovative characteristic of 
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Carbomark market, that is, the local dimension. Credits and emissions are generated 

in the same territory with consequent local benefits for the same territory and local 

population. In this way, companies acquire the benefit of higher visibility in the area 

where they work, while forest owners get an economic benefit for the climate 

function that their managed forest provides. Shifting from individuals to community, 

if Carbomark market took root and expanded further, it could represent a very good 

opportunity for developing a national voluntary carbon market with direct economic 

benefits both for the business community and for the forestry sector.

2.2 Urban forestry: carbon sequestration and environmental services

By Alberti G., Peressotti A.

In an urban environment, trees sequestrate atmospheric CO2 depending on their 

increase and mortality. Carbon sequestration in the tree biomass happens through 

photosynthesis: CO2 goes in through leaves’ stomas, combines with water and 

transforms into sugars through chemical reactions catalyzed by the solar radiation. 

A part of these products is breathed by the plant itself to support its metabolism 

and another part is accumulated in the vegetal tissue. The CO2 amount that is really 

sequestrated depends on the growth and mortality, which, at their turn, depend on 

the species, age, structure, and health of the plants. Although urban forestry plays 

an important role for atmospheric carbon sequestration and is also determinant – as 

will be later on explained – for air quality and human health, there is poor knowledge 

of this resource both in terms of specific composition and of structure as well as of 

increase.

Data on the increase of the trunk diameter are generally used to assess the annual 

carbon sequestration in trees (Nowak, 1194; Peper et al., 2001a; Peper et al. 2001b). 

However, since trees growing in urban environments have a different increase from 

those growing in forests, the assessment of the tree biomass is made with specific 

allometric equations, that is, with relations linking the biomass to parameters that 

are easy to measure, e.g. diameter and height. Generally speaking, trees’ carbon 

sequestration in urban environments is between 16 kg CO2 year-1 and 270 kg CO2 

By Alberti G., Peressotti A.
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year-1 for big-sized trees. Recently planted trees accumulate carbon rapidly through 

photosynthesis for several years, then they reduce their increase rate (McPherson 

and Simpson, 1999). For example, a species featuring rapid increase, but early 

mortality can sequestrate 148 kg CO2 in 30 years, whereas a species featuring slow 

increase, but with extended vitality can sequestrate 3,487 kg CO2 in 60 years.

In the long run, carbon sequestration is also influenced by the trees surviving in 

an urban environment. The trees mortality rate in road tree-lines and gardens is of 

10-30% in the first five years after plantation and of 0.5-3% in the following years 

(Miller and Miller, 1991; McPherson, 1993). For this reason, a fundamental aspect 

for the CO2 sink in urban environment is to choose species that are suitable to the 

conditions in which they are going to be planted. In general, planning and managing 

urban forestry to maximize the CO2 sink should take the following aspects into 

account:

•	Planting as many trees as possible and replace the dead ones immediately;

•	Supplying planted trees with an optimal environment for their growth (e.g. with 

sufficient space for the increase of crowns and roots);

•	Creating various conditions for the growth with trees of different species and 

featuring different ages;

•	Grouping plants of different species, but with similar maintenance needs (e.g. 

irrigation, pruning, fertilizing, etc.).

Worldwide estimates consider carbon stocking of trees in urban environment at 

350-750 x 106 Mg C (Nowak et al., 1996). This stocking is closely connected with 

trees density (i.e. number of plants per hectare) and with the distribution of the 

diameters. Actually, the sunk carbon amount increases, if the density increases 

and/or the number of big-sized trees increases. As an example, although the city 

of Sacramento has a tree coverage of just 13% and a density of 73 plants ha-1, it 

can stock 47tC ha-1, which is higher than the stock of numerous American cities 

(Birdsey, 1992). This must be put in relation with the presence of species with big 

diameter (10% of the plants feature diameters over 76 cm; McPherson, 1998).

On the one hand urban forestry sinks atmospheric carbon, on the other hand, though, 

the emissions associated with urban forestry mortality and maintenance have to be 

considered in a perspective of net balance. First of all, carbon can be emitted after 

trees have died and wood has subsequently decomposed. Nowak (1986) reported 

trees mortality rates  in urban environment for development (age) classes. As already 
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mentioned, mortality rates are generally high in the first years after plantation (10-

30%) and they decrease in accordance with the age (0.5-3%). It should be also 

reminded that the CO2 quantity released after plants have died depends on the wood 

characteristics and the posthumous uses of it, as well as on the climate conditions 

(Norse 1990). CO2 emissions quantity in the atmosphere are also influenced by 

pruning frequency and intensity. About 15% of the CO2 sequestrated in Chicago in 

a year is re-emitted through pruning activities and the consequent decomposition of 

the removed material (Jo and McPherson, 1995). Finally, the combustion of fossil 

fuels that are used for green maintenance machines and equipment represent one 

more CO2 emission source. For example, the CO2 quantity released in tree planting 

and urban forestry maintenance ranges between 1 and 5% of the quantity that 

plants can sink in a year (McPherson, 1998).

Urban forestry has further positive effects: replacing oil for energy production; 

mitigating the urban microclimate; mitigating atmospheric pollution.

As for the first aspect, the replacement effect is linked to the use of the wood 

biomass resulting from urban forestry maintenance (pruning, phytosanitary harvest, 

etc.) for energy purposes. Actually, when wood burns, it emits CO2 in the atmosphere 

in smaller quantities than that resulting from the use of fossil fuels.

With regard to the second aspect, cities feature higher temperatures than the 

surrounding rural areas and in comparison with past temperatures (Bohm, 1998; 

Hasanean, 2001; Rozbicki and Golaszewski, 2003). This phenomenon is called 

“urban heat island” and is mainly determined by both the material used for 

building cities and the anthropic activities that are performed in them (Oke, 1973; 

Quattochi et al., 2000). Raising temperatures are also related to the fact that the 

radiation is absorbed and then re-emitted by the city surfaces, thus warming up the 

surrounding air. In urban areas, the solar radiation absorption has been assessed as 

10% higher than in the areas covered with vegetation (Bernatzky, 1982). Moreover, 

the presence of surfaces featuring high warming-up speed and low cooling speed 

determines the maximum difference between the city and the surrounding land 

after sunset, while the minimum difference is in the early afternoon. The heat 

island phenomenon is particularly evident in Summer and in nighttime (Taha, 1996; 

Tereshchenko and Filonov, 2001). The highest night temperatures determine a 

higher energy consumption related to the use of air conditioners. However, trees 

surrouding buildings can reduce the energy consumption due to heating and cooling 

By Alberti G., Peressotti A.
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systems and determine a greenhouse gas emissions reduction associated with 

energy, natural gas and oil consumption. As a matter of fact, the shadows of trees 

on buildings can sharply reduce the energy consumption related to conditioning in 

Summer, as well as they can increase energy efficiency by intercepting solar radiation 

in Winter (Heisler, 1986; Simpson and McPherson, 1996). Moreover, the decrease 

in temperature and wind speed associated with trees reduces the energy demand 

both related to conditioning and to heating. In this sense, the simulations carried out 

in three big cities in the United States (Sacramento, Phoenix and Lake Charles) have 

revealed that mature trees near buildings featuring high energy efficiency can cut 

down the annual air conditioning demand by 25-43% (Huang et al., 1987). If we only 

consider single plants, the simulations made in 12 cities in the United States have 

assessed that 100-400 kWh energy have been saved (10-25%), in the case of broad-

leaved trees (McPherson and Rowntree, 1983). Moreover, Heisler (1986, 1990) 

proved that windbreak barriers can reduce the energy demand for house heating 

by 5-15%. Finally, these balances should also include the energy consumption 

reduction associated with air cooling due to the evapotranspiration (ET) of trees. 

ET relates to photosynthesis. To absorb CO2, plants keep their stomas open, but in 

this way they lose water under the form of vapor. Water passes from the liquid to 

the vapor state in leaves and this involves thermal energy absorption. Since a rather 

high quantity of latent heat is dissipated through the transpiration of plants that are 

not under water stress, green areas in urban environment can contribute to reduce 

temperatures locally, in Summer. It has been estimated that a tree-lined square of 

100 x 100 m can transpire up to 50,000 liters water per day, thus detracting about 

11,360 kJ m-2 – i.e., 131 W m-2 – from the environment. Obviously, plants’ capacity 

to absorb solar radiation depends on the (thick or thin) crown density, as well as on 

the growth speed and leaf permanence (evergreen or deciduous), in addition to the 

size and form of the plant itself (maximum total height, crown insertion height and 

tree growth habit).

Plants also carry out an important purifying function of urban air, by intercepting 

atmospheric particulate and absorbing polluting substances (ozone, carbon 

monoxide, nitrogen dioxide and sulfur dioxide). Polluting substances are removed at 

leaf surface level, by deactivating gases through absorption and subsequently using 

them through the oxidative metabolization (Baldocchi et al. 1987). In the United 

States, urban forests are evaluated to eliminate about 711,000 tons atmospheric 
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2.3  A new carbon sequestration strategy in agricultural systems: 
Biochar

By Zavalloni C., Peressotti A.

Soil organic carbon represents about two thirds of the total carbon in Earth’s 

ecosystems. The quantity of carbon sunk in soil yearly is about 110 x 1012 kg (about 

15% of the total CO2 in the atmosphere), whereas an equivalent quantity is released in 

the atmosphere yearly through the decomposition processes occurring on the soil. An 

innovative method to increase the stability of the carbon stocked in soil takes the idea 

from observations made in anthropogenic soils found in South America. Typical soils 

in the Amazon Rainforest (Ferrasol and Arcisol) feature low fertility, due to their acidity 

and richness in aluminium and kaolinite, in addition to a typical red colour. On the other 

hand, the soils called Terra Preta do Indios feature a sub-alkaline pH and a rich nutrient 

content as well as a distinct dark colouring. In comparison with the surrounding soils, 

it has a 70 time higher content of carbonaceous material (black carbon ) which results 

from the incomplete combustion of vegetal material. The carbon buried by Amazon 

Indios has become a key factor for soil sustainability and fertility in Tropical humid 

areas. Moreover, it represents a carbon sink for its elevated recalcitrance.

The carbonaceous fraction stability is due to its complex aromatic structure. 

In nature, the biomass that plants produce yearly, after being transformed into 

crop residues or litter, is degraded rapidly (1-2 years). The CO2 released in the 

atmosphere consequently to decomposition represents 80-90% of the CO2 stocked 

through the photosynthesis, while the remaining 10-20% undergoes a process 

transforming it into organic substance; on its turn, it then undergoes mineralization 

and humidification processes. By turning the biomass into biochar, about 50% 

carbon is taken away from the rapid decomposition cycle (Lehmann, 2007) and it 

is transformed into a highly stable form with an average residence time estimated 

in the range of 1,000 to 10,000 years (Swift, 2001). Although of stable nature, 

biochar aromatic structure slowly oxidizes through time. This process determines 

an increased capacity of carbonaceous particles of keeping nutrients. Most of all, 

biochar superficial oxidation occurs in a rather short time (in months), (Cheng et 

By Zavalloni C., Peressotti A.
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al., 2006; Liang et al., 2006) and the released carbon is used by microbial flora. 

Particularly, organic oils and volatile compounds that are adsorbed by the biochar 

surface during the pyrolysis process seem to be the main compounds sustaining 

the microbial metabolism (Steiner et al., 2008). Results from laboratory research on 

biochar incubation have assessed decomposition rates between 0.05 and 0.013% 

carbon per day in the first 60 incubation days, depending on the type of biochar 

(Hammer et al., 2004; Zavalloni et al., 2011). These decomposition rates decrease 

to values around 0.0013% carbon per day, in the following months (Kuzyakov et 

al., 2009). Most studies have assessed biochar stability in the short time, but to 

quantify the real permanence of the carbon stocked in biochar, a long research is 

needed both in newly formed biochar, which is rich in volatile compounds, and in 

“dated” biochar, whose superficial oxidation is finished and maximum refractoriness 

to biotic and abiotic decomposition is expected.

Both the biomass coalification and the burying in farm soils of thus obtained vegetal 

coal (biochar) could therefore represent a new method to manage vegetal rests 

and an alternative to burying dry remains as well as to composting – a process 

originating stable humus which will however decay progressively and whose 

persistence in the soil is of a few years. Presently, biochar is produced industrially 

through the pyrolysis. Traditionally, vegetal coal was produced in charcoal kilns, that 

is, in wood piles covered with turf to allow coalification in the absence of oxygen. 

Industrial pyrolysis processes are based on the same principle. The thermochemical 

decomposition of organic materials is achieved by applying heat in the absence of 

oxidant agents. Radical cracking reactions with temperatures of 400-800 °C cause 

the fission of the links of the initial molecules and their re-assembling originates 

a solid carbonaceous residue (char), a viscous black liquid (tar) and a gas mixture 

(syngas, see Figure 1), in varying quantities, depending on the reaction conditions 

and on the treatment duration. Under optimal pyrolysis conditions, 50% of the initial 

carbon forms the syngas that can be used both to get technical gases like hydrogen 

and as an energy source to feed pyrolysis and dry up fresh biomass. In this way, 

the energy produced through pyrolysis does not increase the greenhouse effect 

further, as only half of the carbon absorbed by the biomass will be released in the 

atmosphere, while the remaining part can be sunk in the soil, by burying biochar.
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Figure 1. Scheme of biochar production through a pyrolysis process.

Biochar carbon content is in inverse proportion to its yield in the production process. 

For example, by increasing the pyrolysis temperature from 300 °C to 800 °C, biochar 

yield decreases from 67% to 26%, whereas the carbon content increases from 

56% to 93% (Tanaka, 1963). Biochar can be produced with numerous types of dry 

residues and byproducts such as corn rapier, nut and hazelnut shells, rice chaff, 

olive residues (a byproduct of oil processing), pruning and wood-working remains. 

Moreover, reclaiming remains and processing residues to produce biochar avoids 

growing specific cultivations to get biomass and therefore prevents competition 

with the production of foodstuff.

Similarly to the organic substance, biochar can keep remarkable quantities of 

exchangeable cations, can increase soil porosity and water retention capacity as a 

result of its high porosity and its consequent very high surface/volume relationship. 

Moreover, biochar basic substance content can increment the pH in acid soils, 

thus determining higher phosphorous availability for plants. Burying biochar 

improves soil and cultivation crops can increase. The changes in the chemical and 

physical properties of soil amended with biochar also determine mutations in the 

By Zavalloni C., Peressotti A.
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ecosystem of the ground where new relations among roots, bacteria and fungi are 

established. Both pyrolysis temperature and the type of used material determine 

a biochar production with different characteristics. High temperature pyrolysis 

(800 °C) produces a very basic type of biochar, because calcium, potassium and 

magnesium oxides are concentrated, which are little volatile and poorer in nutrients 

like ammonium and orthophosphate.

So far, the greenhouse mitigation due to the use of biochar has been taken into account, 

only when biochar is considered as a carbon sink. Another important greenhouse 

gas is N2O, which has a global warming potential 310 times higher than CO2 (IPCC, 

2001) and is mainly originated by soil denitrification in anaerobic conditions. Biochar 

application can reduce the N2O development on the soil, as a consequence both of the 

inhibition of denitrifying bacteria and particularly of the highly porous structure, which 

can balance water and air in macro- and micropores effectively.

In conclusion, biochar is a new strategy to sequestrate carbon in farm land. 

Unfortunately, both in Italy and in Europe, biochar is scarcely used for farming 

purposes, because there are no national regulations that rule its use and distribution. 

The final boost for a wider use of biochar could come from the incentives included 

in international agreements on greenhouse gas reduction, in case this method were 

considered in the carbon market system. On international scale, biochar is already 

considered among farm land management practices that can sequestrate carbon, as 

mentioned in the “Voluntary Carbon Standard Program” (VCS Program, VCS 2001.1) 

in “Agriculture, Forests and Other Land Uses” sector.
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from agroforestry measures in Veneto 

and Friuli Venezia Giulia regions

3.1 Forest management potential for carbon sequestration in Friuli 
Venezia Giulia region

By Alberti G., Stefanelli S.

3.1.1  Introduction

F
orest management oriented to carbon sequestration is considered one 

of the forest measures to mitigate greenhouse gases along with, for 

example, afforestation and reforestation projects as well as with avoided 

deforestation. The improvement of forest management needs the adoption 

of practices and strategies aiming at increasing sinks and carbon sequestration in 

comparison with a reference scenario (Business As Usual, BAU).

Among the projects to improve forest management, we can consider the following: 

the prolongation of the forest rotation period, the conversion from coppice to high 

forest, the decrease in timber harvest. All these measures feature an impact on 

productivity and consequently on the stocking capacity of the ecosystem. In Friuli 

Venezia Giulia and Veneto regions sustainable forest management is traditionally 

oriented to a multifunction forest, therefore strengthening the carbon stocking 

function does not affect other functions of the forest, first of all harvesting. For 

this reason, Carbomark allows forest owners to adopt two different procedures to 

generate the credits to sell in the market:

Saving part of the wood increment: part of the available increment is not 

harvested and is preserved to create a carbon stock and generate credits;

Restructuring forest areas with low coverage density: this is only applicable 
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to those areas that are classified as “forests” in the Kyoto Protocol (1990), 

otherwise this would be considered as reforestation and, as such, included 

in the afforestation and reforestation activities of the Kyoto Protocol.

The article will consider the potential in terms of generated carbon credits as well 

as of possible revenues related to this method of forest management of public 

properties as planned in Friuli Venezia Giulia region.

3.1.2  A forest management strategy oriented to carbon sequestration

To generate carbon credits from forest management for Carbomark market, a forest 

owner will take on the commitment to save part of the wood increment and not to 

use part of the increment that could be harvested and defined as removal with the 

aim of increasing carbon stocks in the forest. To join Carbomark market, the following 

requirements will have to be met:

•	To have a valid Forest Management Plan (FMP) – or in the validation process – which 

can provide the dendrometric data needed to calculate credits;

•	To bind planned wood removals and generated credits for at least 30 years;

•	To bind planned wood removals only in the harvested parcels of forest stand.

At present, the methodology worked out for the market addresses almost exclusively 

managed public forests where a reduction in planned wood removals has been decided 

voluntarily.

The market allows to sell the annual quantity multiplied for the number of years between 

the date of subscription to the market and the expiry date of the forest management plan. 

In case the plan is being revised, the maximum quantity of shares to sell will correspond 

to 5 years; after the new plan is approved, the number of years will be increased until 

the new plan expiry date is reached.

Regarding the calculation of the shares, the dendro-auxometric data of the FMPs are 

used. If the plan is being revised, the data of the expired plan will be used, whereas 

credit calculation will not be possible, in case the expired plan is not being revised.
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3.1.3 Materials and methods

According to the data published in the National Forests and Carbon Sinks Inventory 

(INFC, 2007), the total forest surface in Friuli Venezia Giulia is 357,225 ha – 316,225 

of them are forests (89%) and 7,608 (2%) are plantations (poplar forests, broad-

leaved tree plantations, conifer plantations). “Beech forests” are the forest category 

that covers the widest regional forest surface, followed by broad-leaved forests, 

hophornbeem and hornbeam mixed forests, as well as Norway spruce forests (see 

Table 3.1.1).

Categories of the forest types mapped in FVG INFC

Category ha Category ha

Coastal forest types 139 Pine forests of Mediterranean pine 1,115

Oak and hornbeam mixed forests 2,865 Forests of durmast, downy oak and pedunculate oak trees 7,432

Durmast and chestnut mixed forests 18,502 Chestnut forests 13,378

Manna ash trees, hophornbeam and oak forests 35,835 Hophornbeam and hornbeam forests 45,807

Beech forests 77,718 Beech forests 88,812

Pine forests of black pine and Scots pine 42,857 Pine forests of Scots pine and mountain pine
Pine forests of black pine and Bosnian pine 40,876

Fir forests 18,915 Fir forests 1,858

Spruce and beech mixed forests
Spruce forests 51,833 Norway spruce forests 44,963

Larch forests 3,791 Larch and Swiss pine  forests 11,891

Other wooded flood plains
Other wooded bank/shore areas 4,287 Hygrophilous forests 12,943

Other forest types
Birch and common hazel forests
Maple and ash mixed forests and maple and 
lime mixed forests
Alder forests
Black locust and other anthropogenic forest types
New forest settlements
Lowland wooded areas

39,183 Other deciduous forests 46,035

Mountain pine forests 7,311 Other (pure or mixed) conifer forests 1,111

TOTAL 303,236 TOTAL 316,225

Table 3.1.1: Forest surfaces by forest category in Friuli Venezia Giulia, according to the type classification of 
Friuli Venezia Giulia (Del Favero et al., 1998) and according to the classification by the National Forests and 
Carbon Sinks Inventory.
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According to the data that can be downloaded from the Catalogue of the data 

on environment and territory (IRDAT-FVG, www.regione.fvg.it/rafvg/cms/RAFVG/

AT9/ARG18/CatalogoDati/), the regional total surface featuring forest management 

plans is 160,611 ha, including forest areas, meadows, pastures and non-harvested 

areas. Although we cannot exactly calculate the total managed forest areas at 

present, because some data are missing in the database that is associated with 

the vector layer and to download from IRDAT-FVG, we can surely state that a forest 

surface of over 68,115 ha is presently managed.

To calculate the carbon credits that could be generated in Friuli Venezia Giulia, we 

have only considered harvested parcels that feature a FMP and have the following 

data available in IRDAT-FVG database: total forest area, standing volume, current 

increment and twelve-year planned removals. The thus defined cartography has 

been compared with the Map of Forest Types in Friuli Venezia Giulia, with the 

purpose of assigning a prevailing forest category to each forest parcel and facilitate 

the carbon credit calculation in accordance with the methodology described below.

The carbon credit generated in a forest property corresponds to the part of removal 

envisaged in the FMP, which an owner can save, after deducting both the quantity 

needed to guarantee the commitments that Italy has undertaken in the Kyoto 

Protocol and the buffer needed against possible disturbances (e.g. fires) that may 

undermine the credit permanence for the 30-year commitment.

In accordance with the dendro- auxometric data collected for each property and 

limited only to the harvested parcels whose complete data are available, as per par. 

2, the generated credit has been quantified in terms of biomass for the individual 

harvested parcels i on the base of the following equation:

Cm,1=(1 - di) x (Rp,i - Rr,i) x BCEF

where:

Cm,i is the biomass quantity generated in the i (Mg ha-1 yr-1) parcel,

di is the reduction coefficient considering possible disturbances related to fires and/

or parasite attacks in the forest parcel. This value is determined locally, with the 

methodology described in Carbomark project manual. The credit reduction linked to 
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the application of this coefficient is needed to create a buffer – an “insurance” for 

a buyer – which depends on the property characteristics and location and therefore 

on the risk that part of the generated credits can be compromised by fires or other 

biotic and abiotic disturbances.

To preserve the commitments that Italy has undertaken in the international context, 

if the assessed coefficient value is lower than the average national level (dn=0.12; 

Tabacchi et al., 2010), the value of the national coefficient is adopted. If the reduction 

coefficient is higher than the national value (0.12), the local value of the coefficient 

is adopted.

Rp,i is the potential removal of the aboveground biomass (m3 ha-1 year-1),

Rr,i is the maximum annual biomass removal in the parcel (m3 ha-1 year-1), which the 

owner will not exceed.

BCEF is the conversion and expansion factor of the biomass (Mg m-3) to convert 

stem volume into total dry biomass (IPCC, 2006).

The carbon credits calculation for the involved parcels has considered the removal 

datum mentioned in the FMP as BAU. For this reason, a very restrictive concept 

of additionality has been adopted, in this case. A credit can only be generated by 

a real removal reduction compared to what the forest management plan featured 

as obligations. Afterwards, a simulation has established the carbon credit quantity 

that is generated by a 5% removal reduction. We have not considered a lower level, 

because the planned removal is complied with in a large number of forest properties 

featuring a forest management plan until the plan expiry date. Only in a few cases, 

including unfavourable wood price trends, high labour costs and reasons related 

to the ownership, the usage rate can be remarkably lower than 5% of the quantity 

expected until the expiry date of the plan (Capellari, 2010).

3.1.4 results and discussion

Among 4,300 parcels featuring a forest management plan (e.g. forests, pastures, 

meadows, non-harvested parcels) drawn from the IRDAT FVG, this study has considered 

1,754 harvested forest parcels, whose data, as mentioned in par. 2, were available. A total 

surface area of 46,000 ha and a standing volume of 8,862,162 m3 have been considered.

The forest category with the biggest extension in terms of surface are “Beech forests” 
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(24,733 ha), followed by “Spruce and beech mixed forests” (5,945 ha) and “Spruce and 

fir mixed forests” (5,532 ha). The least represented category in the sample are “Oak and 

hornbeam mixed forests” (55 ha). To make the description of data and results easier, we 

decided to group together all categories that summed up an area below 1% of the total 

analyzed surface (see Table 3.1.2).

Forest category Surface
(ha)

Volume per 
hectare 
(m3 ha-1)

Current 
increment 

(m3 ha-1 
anno-1)

Removals 
per hectar 

(m3 ha-1 
anno-1)

Harvest 
intensity

Maple and lime and maple and ash mixed forests 395 164 2.46 2.05 83%

Durmast and chestnut mixed forests 453 222 5.43 3.28 60%

Pine forests of black pine and Scots pine 1,447 132 1.54 1.32 86%

Mountain pine forests 1,665 87 1.64 0.81 50%

Manna ash and hophornbeam mixed forests and 
hophornbeam and oak mixed forests 1,881 112 0.97 1.23 127%

Spruce forests 3,426 230 2.47 2.57 104%

Spruce and fir mixed forests 5,532 328 4.33 4.13 96%

Spruce and beech mixed forests 5,945 234 3.26 2.76 85%

Beech forests 24,733 165 2.78 1.82 66%

Other categories 528 126 1.44 1.39 96%

TOTAL FORESTS HARVESTED PARCELS IN FVG 46,005 193 2.86 2.21 77%

Table 3.1.2: Volume per hectare, current increment and harvest intensity for planned harvested parcels 
considered in this study. Forest categories representing more than 1% of the area considered in this study 
were kept separate. 

Analyzed forest parcels have an average volume per hectare of 193 m3 ha-1 and a 

current increment of 2.83 m3 ha-1 year-1 with a minimum of 0.97 and a maximum of 

5.43 m3 ha-1 year-1 for “Manna ash and hophornbeam mixed forests and Hophornbeam 

and oak mixed forests” and for “Durmast and chestnut mixed forests”, respectively. 

The present increment is 131,418 m3 year-1 on a total analyzed forest area of 46,000 

ha (see Table 3.1.3).

The present harvest rate considered in FMPs is 101,763 m3 year-1, which corresponds to 

about 68% of the average timber quantity used in Friuli Venezia Giulia (150,000 m3 year-1, 

ISTAT). The foreseen average harvest intensity is 77% of the present increment with an 
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extra-harvest for “Manna ash and hophornbeam mixed forests” and “Spruce forests” 

(with harvest intensity over 100%).

Forest category Surface
(ha)

Standing 
volume 

(m3)

Increment 
(m3 year-1)

Planned 
removal 

(m3 year-1)

New planned 
removal 

(m3 year-1)

Generated 
credits 
(Mg Co2 
year-1)

Maple and lime and maple and ash mixed forests 395 64,756 971 810 770 64

Durmast and chestnut mixed forests 453 100,646 2,460 1,485 1,411 110

Pine forests of black pine and Scots pine 1,447 190,732 2,223 1,911 1,816 118

Mountain pine forests 1,665 145,173 2,733 1,357 1,289 93

Manna ash and hophornbeam mixed forests 
and hophornbeam and oak mixed forests 1,881 211,230 1,825 2,310 2,194 225

Spruce forests 3,426 789,053 8,478 8,790 8,351 509

Spruce and fir mixed forests 5,532 1,813,435 23,943 22,872 21,728 1,295

Spruce and beech mixed forests 5,945 1,388,570 19,360 16,405 15,585 940

Beech forests 24,733 4,091,,810 68,663 45,091 42,836 3,548

Other categories 528 66,757 761 732 696 47

TOTALE FORESTE PARTICELLE PRODUTTIVE FVG 46,005 8,862,162 131,418 101,763 96,675 6,948

Table 3.1.3: Real harvest, current increment, annual removal included in forest management plans, planned 
removal assuming a 5% removal reduction, carbon credits yearly generated.

If we assume a planned removal reduction of 5%, we get a reduction of the total 

usage of 5,088 m3 year-1 that would determine, after deducting the buffer and the 

quantity Italy has committed in international contexts, the generation of a forest 

management credit quantity of 6,948 Mg CO2 eq. year-1. If we assume a price of 6 

EUR Mg CO2 eq. year-1, these credits will give a total revenue of 41,688 EUR year-1. 

This is a small sum, if compared with the 150,000 m3 per year that are sold in the 

region. Nonetheless, we should consider that even properties with a very active 

forest management plan use their full planned removals very seldom. For example, 

the Carnia Forest Consortium (Consorzio Boschi Carnici ) used 98% of the removal 

foreseen in the plan by the expiry date of the 1999-2009 plan. This 2% could be put 

aside, because it is not absolutely used by the owner, to generate credits and thus 

supply an additional revenue of 1,334 EUR year-1.

On the contrary, removal reductions over 5% do not seem realistic from an economic 

point of view, as the value of a CO2 eq. ton is presently lower in comparison with a 
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cubic meter of timber.

However, there are situations where the used quantity has been much smaller than 

the planned quantity. For example, the Municipality of Ampezzo had really used 58% 

of the planned removal by the expiry date of the 1996-2007 plan (Capellari, 2010). 

In these cases, a bigger quantity of the missed removal – e.g. the quantity that will 

not be probably used, after next FMP is approved – to generate carbon credits, so 

that at least part of the missed revenue related to the underuse of the harvested 

parcels can be recovered. Since carbon credits are generated by harvested forest 

stands, an owner could concentrate the use on harvested parcels with easier 

access and temporarily assign to less accessible parcels a climate mitigation 

function. As a matter of fact, we should also consider that the commitment to 

reduce removals is binding only for the first plan revision. Afterwards, the previous 

harvest intensity rates will be resumed, because this action will not affect either the 

generated credits or the buffer, since the wood capital generating the increment 

has altogether increased.

3.1.5 Conclusions

Carbon credits represent an example of economic offsetting function that a forest 

can play through carbon sequestration, in addition to the harvest function that still 

represents the main source of revenue for forest owners at present. In this context, 

developing a local market of carbon credits can offer some additional economic 

opportunities to forest owners that are mostly public organizations, but will also 

include private organizations, in the future. On the one hand, selling timber – along 

with the forest productive function – still represents an owner’s main revenue source, 

but on the other hand, the adoption of a management strategy oriented both to 

timber harvest and to carbon sequestration can be convenient in some management 

contexts in Friuli Venezia Giulia region, in the perspective of enhancing sustainable 

forest management, forest economic opportunities and, finally, of supporting local 

actions for greenhouse gas reduction.
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3.2  Forest management potential for carbon sequestration in Veneto 
region

By Pierobon F., Anfodillo T., Carraro G., Causin L.

According to the data published in the National Forests and Carbon Sinks Inventory 

(INFC, 2005), the forest surface of Veneto region is 446,856 ha, of which 397,889 ha are 

classified as “forest”, 48,967 ha are classified as “other wooded areas” and 339 ha are 

“temporarily clear areas”. Moreover, the territory classified as forest can be divided into 

“high forests” – corresponding to 395,460 ha – and “plantations”, with 2,090 ha surface.

Veneto region forests are mainly spruce forests (24.4%), hophornbeam and hornbeam 

mixed forests (20.9%) and beech forests (16.9%).

According to the data published by Veneto Regional Authority, 67% of the regional forest 

surface features management plans.

Forest property planning takes place on three different levels:

•	The first is the regional level and defines the guidelines for both the environmental 

policy and the forestry supply chain as well as the economic and financial strategies. The 

guidelines by the Veneto Regional Authority are included in the Forestry Development 

Plan (Piano di Sviluppo Forestale) and in some policy documents approved by the 

Regional Committee;

•	The second is the district level and establishes management guidelines to develop 

more articulated management plans, Forest Cleanup Plans, that settle the forest 

harvest rules which forest owners have to comply with. They are developed at 
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municipal and extra-municipal level;

•	 The third level relates to the detailed operational planning of the individual property and 

contains complete information on the territory with regard to the evolution dynamics of 

the aboveground as well as detailed indications are provided concerning the planning of 

silvicultural interventions. The main form of planning is represented by the Forest Management 

Plans that are called “Forest Rearrangement Plans” (Piani di Riassetto) in Veneto.

With reference only to the Forest Management Plans – and therefore excluding the Forest 

Cleanup Plans –, the number of plans is 166 in the whole Veneto region, on a total planned 

surface of 130,482 ha, of which 94,580 ha are public areas and 35,902 are private areas.

Veneto region forest properties that have submitted an expression of interest to join 

Carbomark project are represented by 11 properties featuring a Rearrangement Plan 

in Vicenza province and 8 properties in Belluno province. Carbomark potential for 

sustainable forest management will be described below.

3.2.1 Defining the baseline.

The first step is defining the baseline representing the reference point to calculate the 

additional increment that can generate the credits to sell in Carbomark market.

In the case of Veneto region, the established baseline corresponds to the regional average 

removals, that is, 33% of the current annual increment. This method can be applied when 

there are either regional regulations approved after 1990 and recognizing the importance 

of forest management to reduce CO2 concentration in the atmosphere (Veneto Regional 

Authority – Regional Committee Resolution 1252/2004 – Regional Committee Resolution 

3604/2006), or management practices resulting from the application of regional regulations 

and enforced with a regional (not local) approach, which can represent the baseline to 

calculate credits (§ Carbomark Manual, General Part, p. 28).

3.2.2 Carbon credit calculation 

The credit generated by a property is calculated on the base of the overall assessment of 

the sink generated in that property, which corresponds to the comparison between the sum 

of each sink related to each harvested parcel and the baseline. We must point out that this 
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quantity only corresponds to the additional contribution that an owner voluntarily decides to 

save, in order to join Carbomark market. Carbon credits have been calculated with the formula 

illustrated in Carbomark Manual and assessing the contribution of disturbances in each parcel 

as well as specific expansion factors in relation with their specific tree type. Afterwards, 

the resulting carbon quantity has been converted into CO2 eq. tons corresponding to the 

shares that can be sold in Carbomark market. Moreover, the potential revenues coming 

from sold credits could be valued, by considering a carbon price of 6 €/tCO2eq.(values can 

range between 4 and 13 €/tCO2eq.). Table 3.2.1 illustrates the obtained results related to the 

Municipalities in Vicenza province, following the Rearrangement Plans in force at present.

Table 3.2.1: Carbon credits generated in the Municipalities of Vicenza province.

Name Preliminary 
assessment Area [ha] Tot. inc.

 [m3 yr-1]
Unit tot. inc. 
[m3 ha-1 yr-1]

Real 
removals

Baseline 
(Rp)

Diff 
removal-
baseline

Buffer 
[MgCO2 yr-1]

CO2 Credit 
[MgCO2 yr-1]

Anual 
revenue 
[€ yr-1]

Municipality 
of Lusiana YES 1230.37 6310.41 5.13 20.14% 33.00% 12.86% 133.95 982.27 € 5,894

Municipality 
of Valstagna YES 150.01 1149.52 7.66 79.40% 33.00% -46.40% 0.00 0.00 € 0

Municipality 
of Caltrano YES 633.00 3217.77 5.08 14.31% 33.00% 18.69% 105.19 771.39 € 4,628

Municipality 
of Roana YES 3794.87 21521.79 5.67 22.53% 33.00% 10.47% 359.83 2638.73 € 15,832

Municipality 
of Asiago YES 2717.26 19137.57 7.04 19.06% 33.00% 13.94% 418.08 3065.95 € 18,396

Municipality 
of Conco YES 84.76 557.19 6.57 20.37% 33.00% 12.63% 16.05 117.68 € 706

Municipality 
of Gallio YES 1536.21 10320.09 6.72 12.32% 33.00% 20.68% 341.31 2503.11 € 15,019

Municipality 
of Cismon YES 896.57 5104.29 5.69 17.10% 33.00% 15.90% 141.47 1037.48 € 6,225

Municipality 
of Rotzo YES 1223.81 9686.67 7.92 25.16% 33.00% 7.84% 116.95 857.62 € 5,146

Municipality 
of Enego YES 1668.23 10631.68 6.37 12.44% 33.00% 20.56% 331.08 2427.91 € 14,567

Municipality 
of Foza YES 1264.16 5841.04 4.62 14.16% 33.00% 18.84% 174.83 1282.10 € 7,693

All analyzed Municipalities in Vicenza province passed the preliminary assessment and the 

average removals were 23.36%, which is lower rate than the established baseline in Veneto. 
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The only exception is represented by the Municipality of Valstagna, which features a removal 

of 79.40%, but nonetheless could pass the preliminary assessment for the Kyoto protocol.

In this case, the property can generate credits and it is committed to reduce the removal 

below the baseline by 33% in the subsequent Plan. This decision will be made, along 

with an accurate cost-benefit evaluation.

The properties in the province of Belluno gave the results illustrated in Table 3.2.2:

Table 3.2.2 Carbon credits generated in the Municipalities of Belluno province.

Name Preliminary 
assessment Area [ha Tot. inc. 

[m3 yr-1]
Unit tot. inc. 
[m3 ha-1 yr-1]

Real 
removals

Baseline 
(Rp)

Diff 
removal-
baseline

Buffer 
[MgCO2 yr-1]

CO2 Credit 
[MgCO2 

yr-1]

Annual 
revenue 

[€yr-1]

Regola di 
Santo Stefano YES 626.90 3576.33 5.70 67.46% 33.00% -34.46% 0.00% 0.00 € 0

Regole di San 
Vito di Cadore YES 409.75 2328.37 5.68 58.62% 33.00% -25.62% 0.00% 0.00 € 0

Magnifica regola 
grande dei 

Monti di Vodo
YES 887.10 5182.27 5.84 42.68% 33.00% -9.68% 0.00% 0.00 € 0

Regola staccata 
di Vodo di Cadore NO 231.70 855.81 3.69 86.12% 33.00% -53.12% 0.00% 0.00 € 0

Domegge YES 1663.33 7956.92 4.78 23.79% 33.00% 9.21% 14.59% 115.84 € 695

Lorenzago YES 772.25 5618.60 7.28 35.95% 33.00% -2.95% 0.00% 0.00 € 0

Regola di 
San Pietro YES 255.75 1534.31 6.00 45.08% 33.00% -12.08% 0.00% 0.00 € 0

Municipality 
ofi Mel YES 300.70 3078.87 10.24 23.87% 33.00% 9.13% 14.74% 43.28 € 260

All properties analyzed in the province of Belluno passed the preliminary assessment 

for the Kyoto Protocol, except for Regola Staccata di Vodo di Cadore, whose removals 

were 86.12%. This means that the wood increment in that property was lower than the 

unit average quantity evaluated by the Kyoto Protocol and therefore cannot generate 

credits for Carbomark market.

The average removal in the analyzed properties is 47.95%, i.e. it is higher than the 

baseline. Only two properties – in the Municipalities of Mel and of Domegge – are 
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characterized by lower removals than the baseline and can therefore generate carbon 

credits. All remaining properties will have to reduce removals below 33% in next Plan, 

after evaluating the costs and benefits of their own management policy.

We must also point out that the properties in Belluno province generate fewer annual 

credits and associated revenues than those in Vicenza province, because the former 

feature smaller areas and higher removal.

In brief, we can notice three main types of settings:

•	The property passes the preliminary assessment and features lower removals than 

the baseline. In this case, all credits can be sold in Carbomark market, in accordance 

with the rules established by the manual;

•	The property passes the preliminary assessment, but features higher removals than 

the baseline. In this case, the credits will be sold, if there is a commitment to use a 

smaller quantity than the baseline, in the subsequent Plan;

•	The property does not pass the preliminary assessment. In this case, the credits 

cannot be sold in Carbomark market. As already explained, the preliminary condition 

to join this market is to own an average annual increment generating a sink, in 

the “business-as-usual” situation, that is at least equal to the sink from forest 

management accounted for the Kyoto Protocol (§ 2.4). The calculation of this quantity 

considers the cap per hectare, which results from the ratio of national cap to national 

forest area, multiplied for the area of the analyzed property.

3.2.3 Calculation of forest management potential for carbon 
sequestration

Following, we shall evaluate the maximum potential offered by forest management 

in the considered Municipalities. The condition of maximum saving corresponds to 

the situation in which there is no removal and the territory is entirely devoted to the 

climate function of the forest. This condition does not certainly occur in the reality, as 

it is not sustainable either from the economic or from the management point of view. 

However, it represents the limit case needed to quantify the maximum credits that can 

be generated. The annual revenue have been calculated on the base of a hypothetical 

average carbon price of 6 €/tCO2eq. The below-illustrated results (see Table 3.2.3 and 

Table 3.2.4) refer to the condition of totally saved increment (by zero removals) in the 
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Municipalities of Veneto region that have expressed their interest.

Table 3.2.3: Forest management potential and maximum credits that can be generated in the Municipalities of 
Vicenza province that have expressed their interest for Carbomark market.

No. Code Name Preliminary 
assessment Area [ha]

Total 
increment 

[m3 yr-1]

Inc tot unit 
[m3 ha-1 yr-1]

Buffer 
[tCO2eq  yr-1]

Max
credit

[tCO2eq  yr-1]

Annual 
revenue 
[€ yr-1]

1 15 Municipality of Lusiana YES 1230.37 6310.41 5.13 347.57 2548.82 € 15,293

2 51 Municipality of Valstagna YES 150.01 1149.52 7.66 87.59 642.29 € 3,854

3 31 Municipality of Caltrano YES 633.00 3217.77 5.08 184.59 1353.64 € 8,122

4 34 Municipality of Roana YES 3794.87 21521.79 5.67 1128.91 8278.70 € 49,672

5 64 Municipality of Asiago YES 2717.26 19137.57 7.04 993.45 7285.30 € 43,712

6 65 Municipality of Conco YES 84.76 557.19 6.57 37.78 277.08 € 1,662

7 80 Municipality of Gallio YES 1536.21 10320.09 6.72 543.26 3971.25 € 23,827

8 82 Municipality of Cismon YES 896.57 5104.29 5.69 297.53 2181.90 € 13,091

9 17 Government property of Rotzo YES 1223.81 9686.67 7.92 492.28 3610.03 € 21,660

10 43 Municipality of Enego YES 1668.23 10631.68 6.37 556.89 4083.83 € 24,503

11 44 Municipality of Foza YES 1264.16 5841.04 4.62 307.22 2252.92 € 13,518

Table 3.2.4: Forest management potential and maximum credits that can be generated in the Municipalities of 
Belluno province that have expressed their interest for Carbomark market.

No. Code Name Preliminary 
check Area [ha]

Total 
increment

[m3 yr-1]

Unit tot. 
increment

[m3 ha-1 yr-1]

Buffer 
[tCO2eq 

yr-1]

Yearly 
revenue 
 [€ yr-1]

1 1 Regola di Santo Stefano YES 626.90 3576.33 5.70 181.75 € 7,997

2 9 Regole di San Vito di Cadore YES 409.75 2328.37 5.68 120.95 € 5,198

3 35 Magnifica Regola Grande dei 
Monti di Vodo YES 887.10 5182.27 5.84 264.47 € 11,581

4 38 Regola staccata di Vodo di 
Cadore NO 231.70 855.81 3.69 43.49 € 1,914

5 40 Domegge YES 1663.33 7956.92 4.78 417.38 € 17,714

6 62 Lorenzago YES 772.25 5618.60 7.28 285.54 € 12,564

7 75 Regola di San Pietro YES 255.75 1534.31 6.00 77.97 € 3,431

8 76 Municipality of Mel YES 300.70 3078.87 10.24 156.47 € 6,885
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The results are included in the following diagrams (Figure 3.2.1 and Figure 3.2.2), for 

the municipalities of Vicenza province and of Belluno, respectively.
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Figure 3.2.1: Maximum credit generated in relation to the saved increment from 0 to 100%, in the Municipalities 
of Vicenza province.

Data are reported in relation to the increment compared to the baseline, therefore the 

removal variation ranges from 0 to 33% of the annual increment. Then, the results have 

been normalized, by comparing them to the baseline and getting the variation range of 

the saved increment between 0 and 100%. Continuous lines represent the quantity of 

generated credits expressed in tCO2eq yr-1, varying with the saved increment. The points in 

the diagram represent the credits generated by the properties on the base of the removal 

values indicated by the Forest Management Plan. Notice that no point corresponds to 

either the properties with removal values above the baseline or to the properties that 

failed the preliminary check for the Kyoto Protocol, since they do not generate credits.

There are much lower potentials in Belluno province compared to those in Vicenza 

province, which is due to the fact that their surface is smaller in comparison with the 

values in Vicenza province. Concerning the Municipalities in Vicenza province, the best 

opportunities are featured in the Municipalities of Roana and of Asiago, which offer 

8278.70 tCO2eq yr-1 and 7285.30 tCO2eq yr-1, respectively, whereas the Municipality of 
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Conco features the smallest opportunity – 277.08 tCO2eq yr-1.
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Figure 3.2.2: Maximum credit generated in relation to the saved increment from 0 to 100%, in the Municipalities 
of Belluno province

Regarding the properties of Belluno province, the best opportunities are offered by 

Domegge and Lorenzago, with a maximum credit quantity of 2952.38 tCO2eq yr-1, 

respectively. The smollest opportunities were linked to Regola Staccata di Vodo di 

Cadore, which did not even pass the preliminary assessment for the calculation of the 

forest management quantity for the Kyoto Protocol and therefore had to be excluded, in 

compliance with Carbomark rules.

3.2.4 Conclusions

Previous considerations highlight how sustainable forest management can offer 

new opportunities to forest properties, in relation with a voluntary carbon credit 

market.

As forest policies have always been inspired by preservation and sustainability, they 
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have facilitated the establishment of forest stands that can substantially contribute 

to take greenhouse gases away from the atmosphere. Particularly, forest properties 

in Veneto region that feature harvest intensity below the regional standard can now 

show more carbon credits than the properties that chose – although in a sustainable 

management perspective – higher wood harvest rates. It is therefore clear that both 

policies, or chosen strategies, are not necessarily in conflict, but can integrate with 

each other and allow to diversify revenue sources. Finally, it is worthwhile remin-

ding that, when the discussion on the revised policy related to the Kyoto Protocol 

shall take place – that is, when the constraints that are presently related to the 

national regulated market shall cease – bigger quantities will be free to be traded in 

the market featuring a voluntary aspect.
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3.3  Wood products potential for carbon sequestration in Veneto and 
Friuli Venezia Giulia regions

By Alberti G., Stefanelli S., Pierobon F., Anfodillo T.

Forest management is often considered an instrument to increase carbon stocks in 

the different forest segments (aboveground, dead wood, litter and soil). However, 

it should be reminded that the removal of wood and wood residues, to transform 

them into durable products (beams, planks or panels) or into fuel (biomass) is also a 

useful strategy to reduce atmospheric CO2 concentration. Particularly, wood cutting 
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and skidding for structural uses causes reduced emissions in the short time, but 

determines carbon stocking in wood products for a long time. In this context, a lot of 

industrialized countries are favouring a wider use of wood products or replace other 

materials with them, just because they are seen as fundamental for the mitigation 

policies related to climate change. For example, France has recently introduced a 

decree on new buildings which establishes a minimum wood volume (m3)1 per built 

surface unit (m2). Moreover, this law establishes that wood material has to come from 

sustainably managed – and therefore certified – forests.

In Italy, wood material collected in forests totals about 8,362,441 m3 year-1, of which 

about 63% is represented by wood for energy uses (2001-2009 ISTAT statistics). In 

terms of carbon, this means that about 4,800,000 Mg Co2eq year-1 are immediately 

released in the atmosphere. At the moment, Italy is a net importer of raw wood mate-

rial coming from other countries, to meet the yearly demand of 14,000,000 m3, whose 

37% is represented by wood for energy use. Present wood consumption per person 

is therefore about 0.23 m3 person-1 year-1. In terms of geographic distribution, there 

are remarkable differences in the use of wood: the use in rural areas is different from 

urban areas and depends on the type of building (CNEL, 2001). Wood is more used 

in buildings in Northern Italy, especially in Alpine regions. Traditionally, wood is used 

for roofs, stairs and frames. However, in comparison with other European countries, 

the quantity of wood used in products with long life cycle (> 30 years) is rather small: 

35% of roofs in new buildings, 42% of roofs in renovations, 25% of frames and 50-

60% of floors are made of wood. (Gardino, 2011; Besozzi, 2003). In absolute terms, 

for example, wood consumption for roofs was about 1.4 x 106 m3 in the year 2000 

(Giardino, 2001).

According to Ciccarese and Kloehn (2010), the carbon stock in wood products in 

Italy was calculated 216 x 106 Mg CO2eq in 2008, by adopting the “production 

approach”2, while it was estimated 513 x 106 Mg CO2eq, by adopting the “stock 

change approach”. The yearly C-sink has been assessed as 0.92 Mg Co2 year-1, by 

1 http://www.forestindustries.fi/juurinyt2/Uutiset/Pages/woodconstructioninfrance.aspx

2 The production approach calculates the stock only on the base of domestic wood, while exported wood is calculated in the 
producing country. A lot of EU countries have disputed this approach, because it does not calculate emissions where and when 
they occur. The stock change approach calculates the stock in forest wood products in the consuming country and considers 
the differences of it inside the boundaries of a country. To sum up, the products exported from country A are considered as 
emissions in country A and the products imported are considered for carbon stocking in country B (IPCC, 2006)
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adopting the “production approach” and as 4.11 Mg Co2 year-1, by adopting the 

“stock change approach”. This example shows that the method to include wood 

products in the account of greenhouse gas balance will be extremely important in 

the period after 2012.

Including the use of wood products among climate mitigation measures is linked to 

the following functions:

•	Carbon sequestration in wood products themselves;

•	Replacement of other materials with high energy intensity, such as steel, cement, 

aluminium, etc., which saves, on average, 2 t CO2 emissions for each cubic meter 

of wood used to replace materials with high energy intensity.

However, wood products are not included in national accounts, for the moment, 

to reach the goals established by the Kyoto Protocol and therefore they can be 

negotiated in a voluntary market with no risk of double-accounting. Particularly, in 

the approach adopted for Carbomark, only the CO2 equivalent content has been 

considered which is stocked in wood products, without considering the lower 

emissions linked to the replacement effect compared to the use of materials with 

higher energy consumption. For the start-up of Carbomark market, the choice of 

measures related to the use of wood products has been limited to the wood for 

structural uses only – e.g. beams, floor slabs, walls and laminated wood – for the 

following reasons:

•	The average life-time is longer than other wood products’ life-time – on average, 

50-100 years;

•	Their use can be included both in public tenders and in private buildings;

•	They can be less influenced by external variables, such as consumers’ preferen-

ces, fashion, etc.

Moreover, as one of Carbomark aims is to reward actions that are developed on 

local scale, in the action “credits from wood products” generated locally, the con-

cept of short supply chain of wood products has been introduced. For this reason, a 

multiplier factor equal to 1 has been introduced into the calculation of credits from 

wood products whose origin is within 70 km from the place of use, whereas, a 0.8 

reduction factor has been applied, if the material comes from further than 70 km 

from the place of use.

The main problem in quantifying the credit from wood products is related to the 

definition of a reference consumption (“business as usual”, BAU). In the specific 
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case, the following threshold has been adopted:

where Vl is the volume of wood used in buildings (wood m3), Vc is the total built volume 

(built m3), 0.24 is a reduction coefficient inferred by CNEL (2001) to refer BAU (wood m3 / 

built m3) only to structural wood. If no data are available on municipality or regional scale, 

a fixed BAU value has been established of 0.004 m3 structural wood/built m3 3 (http://

faostat.fao.org/site/291/default.aspx; ISTAT, 2002).

As mentioned in Carbomark manual, carbon credits from wood products are quantified 

in accordance with the following equation:

where CCO2 is in Mg CO2eq.; Vli is the total quantity of wood for structural uses utilized 

in the building i (wood m3); Vci is the total volume of the building i (m3), a (%) is the 

rate of structural certified wood in the total used wood. The coefficient a is needed to 

guarantee that the use of wood products generates neither a negative impact on the 

originating forests nor emissions – especially those related to deforestation (“leakage 

effect”) somewhere else. k is a reward factor for short supply chains, which is equal to 1 

for wood products coming from forests within a distance of 70 km from the place where 

the wood is used; whereas it is 0.8 for wood products coming from forests further than 

70 km from the place where they are used.

On average, the yearly use of wood corresponds to 275,320 m3 in Veneto region and 

to 160,453 m3 in Friuli Venezia Giulia region (see Table 3.3.1; ISTAT data 2001-2009). 

The average use of raw roundwood (beams and poles/posts) is 116,288 m3 (42%) and 

49,961 m3 (31%) in the two regions, although a growth was recorded in 2006 and 2007, 

3 That is, 0.24 x 0.02. Where 0.02 is given by the relation between 2,024,254 m3 of wood (sawn, milled and plywood) and 
107,868,002 m3 built wood.
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followed by a decrease in the production levels (see Figure 3.3.1). If we assume a built 

volume of 11.28 x 103m3 in Veneto region and 2.2 x 103m3 in Friuli Venezia Giulia region, 

the BAU would be 0.002 and 0.005 m3 wood/m3 built, respectively, which is slightly 

lower than the national average, in the case of Veneto region, while it is perfectly in 

conformity, in the case of Friuli Venezia Giulia region.

Figure 3.3.1: Raw roundwood production in 2005 – 2009 in Veneto and Friuli Venezia Giulia regions (source: 
ISTAT, www.istat.it)

Timber

Fuel wood Total
Raw roundwood Wood for panel 

pulp Other

Veneto 116288 1715 8436 148881 275320

Friuli 49961 14986 22551 72954 160453

Total 166249 16701 30988 221836 435773

Table 3.3.1: Average production of timber by type and of fuel wood in Veneto and Friuli Venezia Giulia regions 

in 2005-2009 (source: ISTAT, www.istat.it)

The available surface for wood harvest in Veneto is 362,365 ha, which corresponds to 

a current increment of about 1,400,000 m3 year-1 (INFC, 2007) to use potentially. On 

the contrary, the available surface for wood harvest is 195,630 m2 providing a current 

increment of 1,000,000 m3 to use potentially, by keeping a constant timber quantity. For 
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this reason, if we suppose a volumetry of the yearly built buildings that is constant in 

the time, in both regions, we can make some simulations about the generated credits 

as a result of an increased wood removal compared with the current wood increment to 

use potentially, if the quantity of timber (42% in Veneto; 31% in Friuli Venezia Giulia) is 

kept constant and if we assume that the rate of timber used for buildings is 24% (CNEL, 

2001). In the calculations, the specific BAU of each region has been considered.

The simulations illustrate that Veneto – featuring the present harvest intensity (21% of 

current potential increment) – generates about 19,000 Mg CO2 eq. year-1 from wood 

products. On the other hand, Friuli – featuring a 16% harvest intensity, but a higher 

BAU (0.005 m3 wood/m3 built) – generates 764 Mg CO2 eq. year-1. For increasing 

harvest intensity, there is a consequent increase in the generated credits up to a 

maximum of 101,000 and 46,000 Mg CO2 eq. year-1, in Veneto and in Friuli Venezia 

Giulia, respectively (see Figure 3.3.2). Therefore, if we assume an average price per 

credit of 10 Euro per ton, wood products could generate, by the current utilization 

level, an extra-revenue ranging between 7,640 and 190,000 Euro year-1, depending on 

the region we consider.

Figure 3.3.2: Carbon credits from wood products generated in relation with the varying harvest intensity in 
the forests in Veneto and Friuli Venezia Giulia, by assuming an available current increment of 1,400,000 and 
1,000,000 m3, respectively.
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Conclusions

Globally, the trend to stock C in wood products will be maintained in the next decades, 

although it will probably reach a balanced phase in the long run. In Italy, we can foresee 

that the carbon stock in wood products will grow, as a consequence of an increase 

in wood utilizations (Pettenella, 2009). We must also remind that an active forest 

management has further significant effects in employment, social and environmental 

terms. By the present utilization levels, local wood products can already generate carbon 

credits both in Veneto and in Friuli Venezia Giulia, thus creating a particularly significant 

extra-revenue. 
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3.4 Biochar potential

By Zavalloni C., Peressotti A.

Among the activities featured in the Voluntary Carbon Standard Program (VCS 

Program, VCS-2007.1) to abate the emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG) there 

are some practices for improving the management of cultivated soil. As reported 

in Carbomark manual in full details, credit certification proposed for biochar is 

based on VCS program methodology. A project for producing and using biochar for 

GHG emission reduction is defined as the collection of actions to produce biochar 

(resulting from the pyrolysis process) and spreading it on the soil to increase 

the carbon stock after deducing GHG emitted to perform those actions. The 

fundamental analysis unit is represented by the pyrolyser, which produces biochar 

from vegetal waste. The beneficiary of the carbon credits resulting from the 

production and use of biochar is the pyrolyser owner. The baseline is represented 

by a scenario “without project”, where cultivation waste is buried and left to 

decompose in anaerobic conditions and only partially contribute to increase soil 

carbon stock for a relatively short time. The generated credit has to meet the 

additionality requirement (burying biochar in the ground) and has an estimated 

permanence of 100 years. Moreover, to implement the project neither changes 

in the land use, nor long-time biochar stocking outside the project boundaries 

(“leakage”) are needed for biochar production. For biochar, carbon credits are 

represented by the CO2 equivalent Mg (MgCO2eq) sunk yearly after deducing the 

emissions caused by project realization and the baseline:

Carbon credit (MgCO2eq) = CO2IN  –CO2OUT – Baseline

where CO2IN is represented by the removed CO2 to produce and bury biochar and 

CO2OUT is represented by the CO2 emitted for biochar production, transport and burying, 

while the baseline is represented by the missed CO2 sequestration related to the burying 

of cultivation waste.
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3.4.1 Using cultivation waste to produce biochar: future global and 
national perspectives 

An analysis by Lehmann et al. (2006) on the greenhouse gas abatement potential 

that can be achieved with biochar reckons that a global carbon sequestration in 

the range of 5.5-9.5 Gt C year-1 can be reached. However, these initial figures are 

perhaps too ambitious, because they are based on large scale land use changes. A 

recent study that is more conservative from the point of view of the exploitation of 

natural resources and land use changes emphasizes values around 1 Gt C year-1 by 

2050 (Woolf et al., 2010).

In a study carried out in the UK on the use of crop residues and biomass used to 

get energy, Hammond et al. (2001) estimated the potential abatement of carbon 

emissions from different pyrolysis systems. Slow pyrolysis and fast pyrolysis 

systems as well as gasification and more traditional biomass power stations were 

compared. This study considered a range of systems from small scale (at business 

level) to medium-large scale (at industry level). The biomass quantity used for 

business systems was assessed at 2,000 dry t year-1, whereas for large scale 

systems a biomass use of 1,000,000 t year-1 was considered. Furthermore, the 

study evaluated the use of different types of biomass, ranging from crop residues 

to woodchips and dedicated cultivation, such as the poplar. The abatement potential 

proved to vary between 1049 and 1628 tCO2eq. year-1. For business systems, a 

total of 385-548 MWh per pyrolyser was estimated, whereas the performance at 

industry level was reckoned to be 48144-60945 MWh per reactor (Hammond et 

al., 2011). In this analysis, the carbon stocked in biochar represents the highest 

contribution to emissions abatement in the whole energy production supply chain 

(41-62%, depending on the scale considered). For this reason, both pyrolysis 

systems – slow and fast – proved a higher potential of emissions abatement that 

gasification and traditional biomass power stations, just because of the higher 

performance in terms of biochar.

To meet the additionality criteria for the voluntary Carbomark market, carbon credits 

from biochar are bound to a more efficient use of crop residues which, instead 

of being buried and then decompose through time, are used to get a more stable 

carbon source. For this reason, cultivations for biomass production – such as, 
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poplar forests –, feed cultivations – such as, sorghum – and fiber crops – such 

as, hemp - are not considered in the evaluation of biochar potential production, in 

the case of Carbomark. The potential emissions abatement of biochar supply chain 

therefore depends on the availability of crop residues. A recent study has evaluated 

a total availability of crop residues in Europe of 258 Mt year -1 (Figure 3.4.1). 80% of 

available residues comes from wheat (42%), barley and corn crops. It is estimated 

that a maximum amount varying between 86 and 113 Mt year-1 of these crops could 

be taken away and dedicated to energy production or other uses, depending on the 

yearly production (Scarlat et al., 2011). Crop residues are more available in countries 

with a developed agriculture sector, such as France, Germany, Romany, Spain, Italy, 

Hungary, and Poland.

Crop residues production in the EU-27 (258 Mt year-1)

Rape

Sunflower

Wheat

Rye

Barley

Oats

Corn

Rice

Figure 3.4.1. Distribution by cultivation of the total crop residues in the EU-27. 10-year average (1998-2007). 
Source: Scarlat et al., 2011

Concerning Italy, the total available residues are 18.4 Mt year-1 (Figure 3.4.2). In Italy, 

the main source of residues is represented by straw and pruning residues, followed by 

animal husbandry waste (e.g. animal ejections) and finally by waste from different types 

of food-processing, such as olive and grape residues as well as fruit shells. Supposing 

a scenario in which all available Italian residues were used to produce biochar (Figure 
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3.4.3A), and assuming an average carbon content in biochar of 70% - the potential 

sequestration – a sequestration of 15 Mt Co2eq. year-1 is obtained, which corresponds 

to 2.5% of national emissions. Moreover, if we consider the energy produced with the 

pyrolysis process and the lower use of fossil fuels, we can add a further sequestration of 

42 Mt CO2eq. year-1, corresponding to 7% of national emissions. However, this scenario 

is extreme and is not sustainable from an environmental point of view, because, to 

preserve land fertility, part of the residues has to be buried, so that it contributes to keep 

a constant organic substance level. Furthermore, some of the waste from specialized 

animal husbandry may be too rich in heavy metals to be used as soil amendant under 

the form of biochar. Consequently, a sustainable objective, as represented in Figure 

4.1.3B below, is using 10% of crop residues available in Italy. Although this scenario 

produces a total sequestration of 0.95% of national emissions, it is an objective that can 

be achieved in the short time and therefore allows to sequestrate carbon permanently, 

in the long run.

Total
residues

Straws +
pruning residues

Farm-food
industry

Animal
husbandry

Figure 3.4.2. Crop residues in Italy. The first column represents the total crop residues produced in Italy (the 
sum of single categories). Source: ENEA 2006.
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Total residues
(18,4 Mt year-1)

4 GW year-1

4000 pyrolysis plants

Biochar 2,8 Mt year-1

 42 Mt CO2 eq. year-1

(7% Italian emissions)

15 Mt CO2 eq. year-1

(2,5% Italian emissions)

A) MAXIMUM POTENTIAL OF BIOCHAR PRODUCTION

10% of residues
(1,84 Mt year-1)

0,4 GW year-1

400 pyrolysis plants

Biochar 0,28 Mt year-1

 42 Mt CO2 eq. year-1

(0,7% Italian emissions)

15 Mt CO2 eq. year-1

(0,25% Italian emissions)

B) SUSTAINABLE OBJECTIVE OF BIOCHAR PRODUCTION

Figure 3.4.3. Examples of scenarios of the utilization of crop residues in Italy for biochar production. A) 
Potential scenario in which all available residues are used to produce biochar; B) Sustainable scenario, from 
an environmental point of view, in which 10% of available residues are used to produce biochar.
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3.4.2. Conclusions

In Italy, the implementation of a biochar supply chain and the use of 10% of available crop 

residues can determine the abatement of about 1% of total national emissions. Presently, 

pyrolysis is a technology for energy production that is not implemented on national 

scale. As pyrolysis is a relatively new technology for large scale energy production, it still 

needs engineering improvements that make those plants economically viable as well 

as improvements of the energy performance, besides biochar performance. Moreover, 

present Italian (and European) legislation does not allow to use biochar as a farm soil 

amendant. Some progress has been made in the last years in this respect, however it is 

still necessary to analyze the scientific research aspects related to the safe application 

of biochar on the soil, as far as human health is concerned.

Finally, the precise measurement of the emissions abatement through biochar faces 

with one more problem, represented by the limited information about the average stay 

time in soil, i.e. about the time in which biochar carbon is stable in soil. Present figures 

range between 293 years (Hammes et al., 2008) and 9259 years (Lehmann et al., 2009). 

It will be therefore very important to establish biochar stability more precisely, so to 

facilitate the calculation of the abatement of perhaps bigger emissions by virtue of its 

long permanence in soil.
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The role of companies and 
carbon management plans.
Beyond carbon offsetting 

4.1 The new business philosophy in voluntary markets. From carbon 
offsetting to carbon insetting

By Stefanelli S.

T
he debate on companies strategies to abate greenhouse gas emissions 

by adopting carbon offsetting measures  or an internal carbon reduction 

commitment is still open and fierce.

In this article opportunities and challenges of a low carbon economy as well 

as the principles of “carbon offsetting” and “carbon insetting”, their  strengths and 

weaknesses along with an analysis of the approach that organizations adopt to reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions  are being discussed.

4.1.1 Carbon offsetting and carbon markets

Carbon markets are economic instruments to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 

which are responsible for global warming. Some of them such as the cap and trade 

scheme envisaged in the Kyoto Protocol, have been working since 2005. In the 

future, the scope and area of intervention of these markets will be extended and a 

global emission market is likely to be developed.

The organizations taking part in a cap-and-trade regulated market have to buy 

allowances to cover companies emissions. The strength of the market depends 

on the possibility of choosing the most economically effective strategy to reduce 

emissions – either by abating the emissions at the source, by purchasing allowances 
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or else by offsetting emissions through mitigation projects that are outside the 

production process.

The principle of “offsetting” implies the purchase of carbon credits generated 

through a wide range of emissions reduction projects  such as carbon sequestra-

tion enhancement, the development of  renewable energies, abating gases with 

strong greenhouse effect (e.g. methane produced by landfills), afforestation ac-

tions and other mitigation measures.

Offsetting – or external emissions reduction – is often an economically cheap stra-

tegy  for a company to reduce emissions, as it can buy carbon credits that cost 

less than adopting measures and technologies to reduce emissions at the source.

This strategy is particularly common in the carbon market, where companies, non-

governmental organizations or other entities that have no obligations to reduce 

their emissions decide do undertake a carbon reduction commitment.

4.1.2 The “carbon neutrality”  principle

The “carbon neutrality” principle is meant to be a strategy to lower or reduce  the 

greenhouse gas emissions of a product, an activity or an organization close to zero. 

In order to become carbon neutral, the entity often  offsets emissions by purchasing 

an equivalent quantity of credits generated by external mitigation activities. 

Although the “carbon neutral” concept is a powerful commercial communication 

tool and has been widely used, there is not a universal definition of its meaning. 

It is generally accepted that the carbon neutral concept includes both direct and 

indirect emissions related to the production process, such as energy and waste 

management. However, some organizations extend the boundaries and also include 

the emissions related to the transport of goods and employees, as well as to the 

use of products and the emissions associated to processing raw materials. Since 

the various approaches are hardly coherent with each other, it has been recently 

proposed that a carbon management plan aiming at the neutrality, first of all will 

try to reduce emissions at the source, then it will offset the remaining quantity by 

purchasing carbon credits on the market.

There are various benefits  for a company when it decides to adopt  a carbon neutrality 
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strategy, but first of all it is an opportunity to show the company environmental 

commitment as well as a means to attract new customers and to motivate its 

employees.

4.1.3 Carbon offsetting and carbon insetting

The voluntary carbon market has grown rapidly since the late 1990’s, so there is a now 

wide range of emissions offsetting projects and activities available whose costs vary 

significantly. More than 90% of the credits exchanged in this market are bought by 

private companies and operators based mainly in Europe and the United States, where 

they account for 78% of exchanged volumes (Hamilton et al., 2011). Buyers have shown 

great interest in agroforestry projects – such as avoided deforestation, afforestation, 

sustainable forest management  and improved land management. This is a clear signal 

of the interest of investors for actions not only oriented towards carbon sequestration 

but also towards other social and environment benefits.

If companies emissions offsetting strategy is motivated by the positive image they 

gain and by the improved brand, in the mid-long term the adoption of a reduction 

strategy integrated in a business sustainability plan will bring more durable and stable 

benefits. Big companies and industries have tried lately to overcome the concept 

of mere offsetting and to involve both consumers and employees through targeted 

actions that need a real behavior change.

In this context, a growing number of companies have started to consider more 

innovative approaches to emissions reduction. Some of them are based on a number 

of carbon offsetting principles. For instance, they combine mitigation activities that 

are outside the production process with the support to relevant actions for company 

shareholders, customers as well as for employees. This approach has been defined as 

“carbon insetting”.

Figures 4.1.a and 4.1.b, respectively, illustrate the difference between carbon offsetting 

and carbon insetting. In the case of carbon offsetting, there is no interaction between the 

company and the greenhouse gas reduction activity – apart from the financial transaction 

to buy the credits – whereas in the case of carbon insetting there is a search for activities 

involving various parties in order to identify emissions reduction activities.
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Figure 4.1.a. Company  offsetting                  Figure 4.1.b. Company  insetting

(adapted  from Tipper et al.2009)

An advantage of the business insetting approach is that it is often convenient for 

companies to adopt internal emissions reduction policies that, although associated to 

a higher abatement cost, can generate additional benefits, such as higher customers’ 

fidelity and efficiencies across the production chain. These benefits can be fully integrated 

in the global economic evaluation of the adoption of an insetting strategy.

Moreover, a significant benefit of the insetting approach is that it helps to reduce 

emissions in the whole supply chain, thus producing a long-term competitive benefit. 

Parallel to voluntary markets, the European cap-and-trade market will increase its impact 

on the carbon price related to a wide range of sectors and products resulting in a stronger 

competiveness of low emission production chains.

Some examples of business insetting include the following groups and sectors of  carbon 

emissions reduction.
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Employees - Companies sustainable transport plan, incentives to improve home energy 

efficiency

Customers - Product recycling, support to sustainable transport

Production chain - Actions to improving energy efficiency and the use of resources 

(water, power, use of the land, etc.)

Products - Innovations that reduce energy intensity

Commercial partners - Domino effect on commercial partners through agreements on 

reduction (e.g. company – carriers)

Table 4.1 The main differences between offsetting and insetting actions.

Table 4.1

Development stage of 
reduction and/or mitigation 

plan/project
Offsetting Insetting

Development Mitigation projects developed by 
external parties.

Evaluation of the emission reduction 
potential in the production process as 
well as of employees and customers 
carbon footprint.

Verification and certification Project tested and certified by 
voluntary standards or by the Clean 
Development Mechanism.

There are neither verification nor 
certification requirements. However 
standards and protocols are being 
adopted – such as ISO 14067 for 
product carbon footprint and ISO 14069 
for supply chain carbon footprint.

Transaction Carbon credits are transacted 
between companies and brokers or 
mitigation project owners. Quantity 
and prices are established in the 
contract, including the time for 
realization and credit lifetime.

The agreement with the involved 
parties concerning the emission 
reduction quantity is reached by 
involving and sharing expected 
benefits. Total emission reduction 
could be uncertain.

Monitoring It is specified in the credit buying 
contract.

The emission reduction takes place 
inside the boundaries of internal business 
activities and outside the production 
process. Participation to organizations 
evaluating the reduction performance and 
classify internal performance (e.g. Carbon 
Disclosure Project).

Interactions Buyers and sellers of credits are 
subject only to commercial rela-
tionships.

The emission reduction plan implies 
the cooperation with individual 
parties and commercial partners that 
is not necessarily ruled by contracts 
but though collaborative actions.
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4.1.4 Benefits from companies emissions reduction compared to 
carbon offsetting

In the last years, while the interest for mitigation actions proposed by the voluntary 

market has been growing, criticism to offsetting actions has also increased which can 

be mainly synthesized in the difficulty to demonstrate the additionality of some projects 

and  in the poor contribution to reducing emissions at the source.

The following table reports an example of how an insetting approach can address 

offsetting main critical issues.

Offsetting  weaknesses Insetting response

The ethic choice of paying an external party to reduce 
a company’s emissions instead of reducing them at the 
source can be criticized.

Emissions reduction at the source is a good response to 
the objections to offsetting.

The additionality of some mitigation projects is difficult to 
prove.

The problem of additionality can be overcome through the 
fact that each company commitment generates an additional 
emission reduction. The credibility of the company can be 
doubtful if it claims reductions that have not been carried out.

The credibility and permanence of some mitigation ac-
tions is uncertain in the long term.

Reduction actions are very likely to become permanent 
in the long term, if they are integrated in a production 
process implying technological improvements and/or a 
reduction in the use of resources and costs.

In-depth examination – The Carbon Disclosure Project

The growing number of organizations and enterprises that have combined carbon 

offsetting measures with a real company emission reduction strategy has also 

highlighted the need to measure and monitor the reduction performance of a 

company. In order to compare and provide rankings of companies reduction 

strategies, the initiative “Carbon Disclosure Project” was set up, supported by 

foundations and countries like  Sweden, Great Britain, France. The purpose of the 

initiative is to define a system reporting on and monitoring business commitments 

to create an index of the companies best reduction strategies.

3,000 organizations from 60 countries have signed up to the initiative until 2011. 
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The initiative includes a methodology to measure a company’s emissions reduction 

performance, which is summarized in the Carbon Disclosure Index, which lists and 

ranks the best performing companies. The performance evaluation methodology 

mainly considers business management (companies’ and individuals’ responsibility, 

objectives and initiatives, communication), risks and opportunities offered by the 

strategy and finally the organization of emissions data.

An example of some companies that have joined CDP and have scored best 

performance is reported in table 4.1 below, where scores range from 1 to 100 – but 

the minimum score to be included in this rank is 50.

The global 2011 Carbon Performance Index 

 Sector Organization Score

 Energy BG Group  85

 Finance Bank of America 92

 Health care Bayer 99

 IT  Cisco Systems 98

 Utilities ENEL 89

 Consumption products Tesco 97

 Car makers BMW 96

  Honda Motor 95

  Fiat 93

Carbon Disclosure Project: https://www.cdproject.net/en-US/Pages/HomePage.aspx

4.1.5 Limits and disadvantages of insetting

The activities to reduce emissions at the source also imply some risks and downsides 

that can be summed up as follows:

Double-accounting.  

A company emission reduction could be double-accounted, if commercial partners also 
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claim a reduction in other plans. This pitfall can be sorted out by specifying who is 

credited  the ownership of the reduction and communication strategy.

Commitment.  

While carbon offsetting merely consists in a financial commitment to buy some credits, 

carbon insetting requires an effort to identify sectors, activities and organizations where 

emissions will be reduced and monitored internally.

Carbon neutrality. Reaching zero emission level is more difficult than through an offsetting 

strategy, where purchasing credits can offset a company’s emissions. Moreover, for 

some sectors  with  high energy intensity, such as transports and energy production, the 

zero emissions objective can have non-sustainable costs.

4.1.6 Conclusions

The recent interest of companies for the adoption of  carbon management plans and 

emissions  reduction strategies through external offsetting projects along with strategies 

integrated in production processes  and in the organization sphere of influence is a clear 

sign of evolution towards a stronger engagement of  organizations in climate change 

commitments. In the future the stronger competition among the most sustainable 

companies together with the growing cost of carbon emissions will determine the speed 

of  change into a low carbon economy.
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4.2 The carbon management plan according to LCA methodology

By Balzan F., Pierobon F.

4.2.1 Companies’ motivations to invest in the carbon credit market

The voluntary carbon credit market in which greenhouse gas abatement devices 

are developed is an opportunity for companies interested in contributing to mitigate 

climate change.

According to a study by CA.Si.S.P. 1, the main project categories that can be implemented 

by the companies to reduce and offset the emissions are in the following fields of work:

•	Energy efficiency (energy produced with renewable sources, etc.);

•	Transports (renovating company’s vehicles, optimizing the logistic, etc.)

•	Absorption (increase and improvement of the management of existing forests, 

revegetation of farm land and pastures, afforestation and reforestation in existing forest 

areas, in new areas and in areas that are threatened by hydro-geological instability, use 

of land and forests).

The implementation of the above-mentioned activities in companies generally has a 

direct economic repercussion, when it deals with emissions reduction, whereas it has 

more complex implications with reference to emission offsetting. In the first case, an 

emissions reduction means a reduction in consumption – and therefore in costs. In the 

second case, the reasons inducing to participate in voluntary carbon credit markets are 

more varied.

According to a report by the McKinsey Institute2, the voluntary market is lead by 

investors that buy credits for two reasons: acting on an exclusively voluntary base, 

to offset the emissions and anticipate future regulation and binding rules that may 

introduce limits to emissions. At present, with no reduction obligation, voluntary 

projects emphasize ethical, public relations and green marketing aspects.

1 M. Gallo, A. Del Borghi, F. Iraldo, F. Alfieri - CE.Si.S.P. - Centro interuniversitario per lo Sviluppo della Sostenibilità dei 
Prodotti  - Il mercato volontario dei crediti di carbonio: quali opportunità per le imprese e per gli enti locali? (Interuniversity 
centre for product sustainability development, “The voluntary carbon credit market: opportunities for companies and Public 
Administrations”). 
2 McKinsey (2010). Pathways to a Low-Carbon Economy. McKinsey&Company.
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The motivations to invest in a voluntary market can be summed up in six main factors. 

Each of them will play a crucial and prevailing role in the motivation, in accordance with 

the type of business and production activity.

•	Environmental ethics. The adoption of an emissions reduction policy is part of a 

general strategy to improve the environmental and social impact. For ethical reasons, a 

company is motivated to contribute to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, after having 

understood one’s own responsibility in the global CO2 balance.

•	 Image and public relations. A company benefits from the positive image resulting from 

the commitment against climate change in the relations with investors, customers 

and commercial partners as well as in customers’ interest. The aim is to achieve new 

market shares or to strengthen them.

•	Selling “carbon neutral” products. This motivation is particularly important to companies 

and industries whose products have a high “carbon footprint”3, such as products with 

high energy consumption, where consumers can see the product impact. In these 

cases, a strategy to reduce emissions can contribute to acquire reliability and market 

shares.

•	Anticipating future regulations (pre-compliance). Forecasting that some regulations 

may limit and settle a ceiling to the emissions, or in case a future regulation will define 

a ceiling to the emissions, a company may decide to adopt voluntary reductions to 

position in a more competitive area with economic and technologic advantages.

•	Business model influenced by climate change. Some sectors, such as insurance 

companies, infrastructures and services in tourist resorts can be particularly vulnerable 

to climate change impact. For these reasons, these sectors adopt voluntary emission 

reduction and offsetting actions.

•	Pure investment. Some operators buy voluntary credits in a pure market perspective, 

as they foresee they will sell them at higher prices either in a regulated market or in 

case the demand and the price of that type of credits increase.

If these are the general motivations inducing voluntary offsetting actions, the specific 

investors’ interest for agroforestry credits of local markets in comparison with other types 

3 Carbon footprint is the exclusive measure of the total quantity of carbon dioxide emissions that are directly or indirectly cau-
sed by an activity or is accumulated during the life stages of a product (Wiedmann et al., 2007).
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of credits is related to other reasons more linked to the sphere of local opportunities.

A recent survey carried out on global scale about the interest for investing in forest 

credit market, has spotlighted that among the main motivations there are benefits for 

the environment and community, followed by the perception that forestation and its 

impacts feature a global scale. Among the main factors guiding an investor towards this 

project category, we can mention recognizing that forest measures, first of all avoided 

deforestation, together with other measures like forest management and afforestation 

can contribute to reduce climate change significantly4. The proximity of the offsetting 

project to the production activity also represents a motivation plus, in comparison with 

an investment in another country or in a distant area where environmental benefits can 

hardly be controlled.

More convincing than other offsetting 
projects

To offset in regions where the company 
business is developed

To take global warming upon oneself

Convincing benefits referred to local 
community

Convincing benefits referred to biodiversity 
and environment

Much agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Much disagree

Don’t know

Figure 4.2.1: Companies’ motivations for investing in local forest carbon credits compared to other sectors 
(The Forest carbon offsetting survey, 2010, simplified).

Investing in local voluntary carbon credit markets seems therefore to guarantee, on one 

hand, higher revenues to rural areas, on the other hand, the possibility for companies 

to offset their climate-altering emissions locally, with more convincing opportunities for 

environmental communication addressing their customers.

4 Neef et al. 2009.
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4.2.2 Greenhouse gas emission management plan: methodological 
aspects

The first step towards the definition of a greenhouse gas emission reduction is 

represented by the design of a management plan whose objective is to identify and 

quantify the main emission sources of the organization.

The approach to adopt will give results that can be shared and reproduced as much as 

possible. For this reason, it is important to adopt a standardized methodology. Presently, 

the International standard for greenhouse gas emission quantification and monitoring 

is represented by ISO 14064 standard. This specifies, at the organization level, the 

requirements for the design, development, management, reporting, and verification of 

an organization’s greenhouse gas inventory. According to this standard, emissions can 

be divided into the following categories:

•	Direct emissions: These are all the emissions that an organization produces inside 

its boundaries and on which it exerts direct control as well as financial power. For 

example, chimney emissions generated by the on site production of electric power, 

heat and steam or else by a company’s transport means.

•	 Indirect emissions due to energy consumption: This category is considered alone, 

as consumption is a variable on which an organization can act – e.g. by reducing it –, 

whereas the emissions generated by energy production are outside the organization’s 

boundaries, and therefore, are not under its direct control.

•	Other indirect emissions: These emissions are associated with the production chain 

outside the organization’s boundaries – e.g. the emissions associated with the 

purchasing of raw materials and waste disposal as well as to their transportation to the 

organization’s premises. On this type of emissions, the organization can have only a 

limited control, since it cannot act directly. It is important for an organization to quantify 

the possibility of controlling an emission source (e.g. high, medium, low) to the aim 

of defining the company’s strategy and justify a possible lack of intervention on some 

sources.

To meet ISO 14064 requirements, the quantification of greenhouse gas emissions for 

the first two emission categories in the inventory is compulsory, whereas the third 

category is optional.
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The design of a greenhouse gas emission management plan can be synthesized in the 

following steps:

•	Definition of an organization’s boundaries: The first step consists in identifying the 

facilities that are included inside an organization’s boundaries.

•	Definition of the operation boundaries: This step consists in identifying greenhouse 

gas emissions and removals that are not generated inside an organization’s 

physical boundaries, but inside its operational boundaries, i.e. associated with 

an organization’s activities. They are divided into direct, indirect due to energy 

consumption and other indirect emissions.

•	Quantification of greenhouse gas emissions and their removal: This step includes 

the identification of the main emission and removal sources, the selection of a 

calculation method, the collection of activity data and emission factors, together 

with the calculation of greenhouse gas emissions and removal.

•	Development of the inventory: Organization have to fully prove all data used for the 

quantification of the emissions, by choosing a year of reference and implementing 

the measures to reduce greenhouse gas emissions or increase their removal.

•	Development of a system for inventory quality management: This step is optional 

and consists in managing all the information and its quality, by evaluating data 

consistency, precision and reliability.

The greenhouse gas emission management plan provides all the information 

needed (e.g. type of emission, source, spot in the plant originating the emission, 

etc.) to define a reduction strategy, by acting where it proves most efficacious and 

economically viable.

4.2.3  Towards two new carbon footprint standards for products and 
organizations: ISO 14067 and ISO 14069

The evolution of environmental management tools is connceted with the development 

of environmental strategies that put an increasing emphasis on the so-called “Life 

Cycle” approach (LCA or Life Cycle Assessment). Such approach is fundamental for 

an integrated policy of products and eco-design as well as for the European strategy 
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for sustainable development, whose objective is to favour continuous improvements in 

companies’ environmental performance and stimulate competition.

Life cycle assessment methodology consists in the objective assessment of the impacts 

generated by a product or process, by measuring both energy load and environmental 

burden through the identification of the energy and material used as well as of the waste 

released in the environment. The assessment considers the whole process or activity 

life cycle, including the extraction and processing of raw materials, manufacturing, 

transportation, and distribution as well as use, re-use and final disposal5. The life-cycle 

assessment is applied in accordance with UNI EN ISO 14040:2006 and UNI EN ISO 

14044:2006.

Regarding greenhouse gas emissions, the extension of the boundaries of the area where 

an emission assessment is carried out allows to assess the real carbon footprint of an 

organization. This is done, by assessing the emissions released in the environment that 

can be traced back to the organization – i.e. can be associated with its activities – and 

going beyond the physical boundaries of the organization and considering both direct 

and indirect emissions associated with the organization’s production chain.

At the moment, two new standards are being worked out that will define the requirements 

to assess the carbon footprint associated with products and organizations.

The first standard is ISO 14067, which will define the requirements and guidelines to 

carry out a product carbon footprint – i.e. the quantification of the global greenhouse 

gas emissions of a product “from the cradle to the grave”. This standard will feature 

two parts: the first will deal with emission quantification, while the second with 

communication about results. The standard is expected to be issued before end 2011.

The second standard – ISO 14069 – will deal with how to carry out a supply chain carbon 

footprint. The standard is expected to be issued in 2012.

The approval of these standards will represent a big progress towards harmonizing the 

calculation methodologies of the emissions. 

Moreover, the carbon footprint will allow a more effective management of emissions, 

since it will facilitate the identification of system criticalities and define a global reduction 

strategy aiming at optimizing processes and crucial steps on which action can be more 

effective to achieve a global emission reduction.

5 SETAC, 1991.
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Furthermore, considering the whole supply chain allows to limit the leakage phenomenon 

– that is, the transferring of the environmental burden from one sector to the other – 

and to carry out an analysis of the effectiveness and environmental measure – i.e. an 

environmental prevention – via eco-design.

Finally, higher intervention effectiveness also brings benefits from the point of view 

of the costs for a company, which takes an economic benefit from an analysis of its 

processes and their optimization, by reducing the emissions that are more effective and 

less onerous.

For all these reasons, the carbon footprint seems to be more effective in working in a 

voluntary context on environmental impacts, so it will be more and more widely spread 

in the next years.

4.2.4 Strategic intervention to reduce green house gas emissions

A greenhouse gas emission management plan is a tool that allows to identify the 

most significant emission sources of the organization. In so doing, the incoming and 

outcoming flows of materials and energy associated with it are analyzed.

The thus obtained results can be organized in several ways to identify a relevance 

ranking and, consequently, a priority order for reduction interventions – e.g. by 

identifying the phase featuring the strongest environmental impact or the category 

with the most significant contribution.

The purpose of defining reduction interventions is to act where it is most 

environmentally and cost effective. For this reason, to identify the most suitable 

strategy, an emission analysis can be flanked with an analysis of the costs needed 

to carry out reduction interventions.

Emissions reduction measures feature:

•	Direct actions: e.g. managing the energy demand and utilization, incrementing 

energy effectiveness, improving technologies and processes, CO2 capturing and 

stocking, managing transportations, replacing fuels;

•	 Indirect actions: e.g. involving or replacing suppliers, reducing the impacts of the 

supply chain life end (e.g. waste management).

The main actions suggested by the European Union to mitigate climate change, as they 

are envisaged in the Second European Programme for Climate Change, basically deal 
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with the following fields:

•	Using renewable energy (solar, wind and biomass energy) and combined power 

stations better, to generate power and heat;

•	 Improving the energy effectiveness, e.g. in buildings, in industries and home appliances;

•	Reducing carbon dioxide emissions produced by new cars and improving the logistics 

related to displacements and transportation of goods;

•	 Investing in plants technology: reduction measures for the manufacturing industry and 

measures to reduce landfill emissions.

The companies that have joined Carbomark cannot merely purchase carbon credits to 

offset their emissions, but have to commit themselves to prepare a reduction plan whose 

results will be monitored and tested at the deadline of the mark validity. It is fundamental 

that the carbon market does not only represent a marketing tool for companies, but is 

flanked with concrete results.
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By Carraro G., Dissegna M., Volpi G.

Carbomark project featured various activities that were carried out by the work 

group with the aim of adjusting all elements needed to have a fully operative 

market. These included some preliminary studies aiming at collecting and analyzing 

the global scenario against which Carbomark market is set, adjusting the carbon 

market model, through the identification of the rules, procedures and documents 

for good functioning, along with the involvement of the first market operators and 

with the evaluation of the achieved environmental effects. Some of these activities 

will be described in the next chapters.

5 Preliminary studies

Carbomark project realized three preliminary studies aiming at collecting and organizing 

the knowledge base on which a new market could be developed to come into full 

operation within the 3-year duration (January 2009 – December 2011) envisaged for the 

initiative:

•	An economic study aiming at providing a knowledge support about the economic 

value of the marks proving the subscription to voluntary rules on environmental impact 

reduction. This study had to provide support to private companies that wanted to 

join Carbomark market, by illustrating the motivations and reasons that confirm the 

effectiveness of an environmental commitment not just from the point of view of the 

ecology, but also in terms of commercial success.

•	A study on the legislation aiming at providing the project work group with a collection 

of basic concepts applied in the main international standards of carbon credits, 
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which subsequently represented a reference point for the definition of the model 

of Carbomark market. This study also dealt with a comparative analysis of the main 

carbon offsetting systems working on international scale.

•	A technical study aiming at collecting technical elements that could provide the project 

base, with particular reference to the method for accounting the quantity of carbon 

that could be potentially spent in Carbomark market under the 4 carbon stocking forms 

featured by the project: forest management, urban forestry, wood products and use of 

the biochar (the last was only considered at experimental level).

It must be first of all pointed out that, whereas the first two studies concluded within 

the established deadline, the technical study required a concentrated work by the 

scientific project staff that took two years, producing a final document – a manual for the 

management of local carbon markets (Manuale di gestione dei mercati locali di carbonio) 

available in the project website featuring both an Italian and an English version – whose 

significance goes beyond the initial intention and represents the most innovative element 

of the entire initiative. Such document therefore represents the market “model” that will 

be described later on in this chapter.

5.1 The economic study

The economic study mainly consisted in a bibliographic investigation whose purpose 

was to identify and analyze some recent documents that are relevant for the topic 

focused on. The analysis revealed a general lack of “numerical” data about the 

economic return resulting from a company’s subscription to voluntary measures for 

reducing the environmental impact of its production. However, this work allowed 

to focus on some consolidated trends even in a relatively young market, like the 

environmental certification market, and to spotlight some reference concepts that 

may be hopefully useful to a company to orientate among the various possibility of 

working voluntarily for the environment.

The research highlighted how the relationship between companies and environment 

has not had a positive connotation until recent years, since the “ecologic” dimension 

was merely interpreted as a factor that could limit the business competitiveness. 
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The environmental regulation was almost exclusively seen in terms of bonds and 

the rules aiming at limiting pollution had the unique scope to contrast situations 

featuring risks and degradation, thus setting limitations and prescriptions to the 

companies and determining the need for structural interventions to improve the 

technologies.

More recently, the antagonism between companies and environment has been 

progressively overcome, in the most industrialized countries, through a tree-step path.

The first step took place when it was recognized that the environment played an 

important role in determining the existence of a company, as a type of behaviour 

featuring a high environmental impact may put the very company’s existence in 

danger.

Dramatic events, like the dioxin outflow from Icmesa in Seveso (1976) or the outflow 

of polluting substances from Acna in Cengio (which went on for 40 years) contributed 

to raise the awareness that environmental compatibility is an unavoidable element 

for a company’s life, like any other production factor, and without this element 

the issuing situations may compromise the company’s competitiveness and its 

possibility to stay in the market irreversibly.

The second step started when – particularly in correspondence with the spreading 

out of certification standards (not necessarily environmental standards) – the 

awareness arouse that a production process management taking care of the 

environment could determine an increase in resources productivity and a reduction 

in production costs1. Similarly to what was established by quality strategies (ISO 

9000 standard), associating “costs” to “non-conform” products that had to be 

reduced and eliminated as much as possible, dangerous substances emissions 

as well as potentially recyclable energy and materials were also seen as a waste 

and their re-use in the production process or their exploitation became more an 

economic objective, rather than an environmental one. According to some recent 

estimates, the evolution of the environmental regulation in industry will even 

increase the production of natural resources by four times or more in the mid-long 

term (2020-2030).

1 These concepts were formally developed in the ‘90s, particularly by the American economist, M. E. Porter.
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In recent years, the relationship between companies and environment has further 

developed and today, the most innovative organizations demonstrate how improving 

the environmental performance can so remarkably contribute to commercial 

success that this becomes the company’s trademark, featuring cost restriction (not 

just production, but also social costs) and higher product appreciation in the market.

Therefore, with this further step, the environment gradually transformed from a limit 

into an opportunity on which market strategies could base. These strategies often 

refer to environmental quality brands (e.g. EMAS, Ecolabel, etc.) that represent 

one of the means to communicate with the exterior the company’s environmental 

commitment. As a consequence, these strategies take a particular relevance just 

for those companies that decide on exploiting the whole competitive advantage 

generated by the implementation of effective environmental policies.

Today, the most mature market trends are to express global evaluations on products 

and industry that feature the environmental element as a major classification criterion. 

According to this logic, a product’s success is determined by its “global” ability to 

satisfy customers, while the environmental performance, both with reference to its 

specific features and to the company, represent one the evaluation parameter.

The strategy of using the environment as a “resource” is closely coherent with a 

management system that has been much appreciated in the last years – the so-

called “resource-based view” (RBV), according to which «the basis for a competitive 

advantage of a firm lies primarily in the application of the bundle of valuable resources 

at the firm’s disposal» (Wikipedia EN, 2010).

RBV “resources” include economic and financial resources, physical resource 

– such as, technological equipment, physical environment, etc. – and intangible 

resources – e.g. abilities, competencies, experience, etc. Recent studies have 

demonstrated how companies’ environmental investments probably determine a 

negative effect on the economic-financial component (in the short-medium time, at 

least), but certainly generate positive effects on other resources and guarantee a 

company’s competitive benefit.

A survey published in 2009 (Iraldo F. et al.– 2009 – “Is an environmental management 

system able to influence environmental and competitive performance? The case 

of eco-management and audit scheme (EMAS) in the European Union” Journal 

of cleaner production) on RBV applied to some case studies of companies of 

excellence pointed out the effects of their environmental performance, by relating 
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them to effective production process management, innovative capacity as well as 

to the capacity of managing relations with the supply chain and market and finally 

to intangible resources like organizational and managerial skills. On the other hand, 

regarding commercial success, we must point out that «excellent companies from 

the environmental point of view are more capable of managing their own relations 

with the supply chain, but this, according to the worked-out statistics, has not 

been translated yet into a real competitive advantage in the end market of offered 

products and services» (R. Cariani – Ecodistretti, 2009, page 51).

Once established the general relevance of a company’s environmental performance 

and of the related certifications supporting its achievement (EMAS, Ecolabel, etc.) 

the study analyzed the effects of the adoption of such certifications from the point 

of view of a company’s potential costs and revenues, by focusing the attention on 

“voluntary” strategies (and therefore excluding compelling procedures, established 

by legal constraints and prescriptions).

The very term “voluntary” implies the entrepreneur’s need of operating in an 

independent and proposing way, whose logical consequence is that a company 

will support some costs not only in terms of financial payout, but also of human 

resources and equipment.

Although it is doubtful that voluntary choices are consequent to ethical considerations, 

related to an entrepreneur’s or managerial group’s sensitiveness, when a company’s 

life is linked to its commercial success, it is clear that an investment will have to get 

“returns” representing what an investment yields.

To analyze an investment “return”, it is therefore necessary to have first of all 

an overview of the costs generated by the environmental commitment. These 

can mainly refer to the need for adapting and/or integrating used technologies, a 

bigger personnel use and the need for contracting some consultants with various 

competencies with the aim of accomplishing with the requested procedures.

The main costs, divided into category of expenditure, are reported in the following 

table. Their existence and size is related to the type of engagement and company’s 

characteristics.
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Material 
investments Personnel Consultancy

Collecting and monitoring data (about precesses and environment) (X) X X

Purchase of new technologies and equipment X (X)

Certification of the commitments X

Staff’s training X X

Communication on environmental commitment X

X = “certain” costs – (X) = “probable” costs, depending on company’s equipment and staff’s skills

Data collecting normally represents the first step for any process approaching to 

voluntary environmental certifications and it can deal both with the company’s 

production process and with the emissions in the environment (in the air, water and 

soil). However, after the process has started up, it is also necessary to keep some 

production parameters monitored, to ensure that the established environmental 

performance level is maintained (or exceeded). This determines the need to 

contract both external consultants, who will define procedures and controls, and 

company’s staff that, after suitable training, will be responsible for the monitoring, 

once the controlling system works regularly. Finally, it may be necessary to adjust 

the technology both by introducing new devices featuring better environmental 

performance and by equipping the monitoring network with suitable monitoring and 

control tools. In some cases, these technological adjustments may require staff’s 

training, to use the new tools properly.

When defining staff’s training costs, it is advisable to bear in mind both the time 

devoted to training – as class or in-house training as well as stage – and the need to 

contract external teachers who will be able to provide the needed knowledge.

When the system works properly, the third party certification procedure will start, 

which, by definition, represents a consultancy cost, since it is an activity to assign to 

organizations “outside” the company, whose competencies have to be recognized by 

the international certification system.

Finally, after achieving the brand, its exploitation needs a path for dissemination and 

promotion that can use different channels, but also usually implies that external consultants 

and providers are contracted again (e.g. graphic designers, communicators, etc.).
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Regarding the “returns”, the situation is certainly more articulated and difficult to 

quantify, especially in the preliminary phase of the investment. Whereas the costs are 

to some extent “certain”, the effects are linked to market trends difficult to forecast; 

above all, it is difficult to distinguish the effects of environmental commitments from 

those related to the entire range of strategies carried out by the company to consolidate 

its market position and generate a competitive advantage.

As a consequence, from the economic point of view, investments in environmental 

commitments are, however, very risky.

The economic quantification of the “return” value is usually referred to two prevailing 

economic criteria: production cost reduction and increase in the revenues coming from 

sold products and services.

The following table illustrates the main effects that can be produced by a single 

organization as a consequence of adopting procedures for the benefit of the 

environment, in the above-described terms.

Cost reduction Revenue 
increase

New opened markets and market segments X

Saved resources and consumption X

Improved level of product quality X

Reduced environmental risks and improved prevention X

Green procurement and green supply chain X

Easy access to credit and recognition of guarantees X

Easy accomplishment with rules and regulations X

Increased personnel’s satisfaction X

Improved work environment and productivity X

Improved relationship with customers and P.A. X

Acquisition of financial facilities and incentives X

Depending on the specific case (e.g. type of environmental commitment and product, 

reference customers, social and economical environment, geographic features, 

etc.) the factors illustrated in the table will have different relevance in defining the 
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competitive advantage related to the increased environmental performance and their 

full exploitation will depend on the company’s ability to network the various factors.

Comparing the effects in terms of costs and revenues between the various 

environmental certification procedures settled in the 90’s and an emission offsetting 

procedure similar to the one proposed in Carbomark project emphasizes both 

similarities and differences.

The first element to observe is that, unlike other procedures, emission offsetting does 

not influence a production cycle. As a matter of fact, offsetting represents an element 

“external” to a company and therefore does not imply either variations or adjustments 

in a production cycle2.

In comparison with the above-illustrated cost scheme, offsetting procedures does not 

require adjustments (and therefore investments) in technologies, nor do they need 

staff’s training. Moreover, it must be pointed out that an offsetting strategy does not 

need any continuous monitoring of a company’s environmental performance, therefore 

neither tools nor consultants are activated.

If the cost structure is certainly easier in comparison with other certifications and is 

generally more easy to forecast, it must be observed that in the case of the offsetting 

there are no devices determining production cost reductions. Actually, as the 

environmental commitment is completely external, it does not bring any improvement 

in the organization or in the effectiveness either in terms of technology or of staff’s 

skills – paradoxically, the staff could have no information on the company’s investment 

at all. An offsetting strategy, therefore, certainly determines some costs, whereas the 

other certification forms could at least partially compensate for those costs, through an 

increased global effectiveness of the production; on the other hand, offsetting costs 

are certainly easier to forecast and determine.

The consequence of this, is that a company’s strategy to offset its emissions has to be 

confirmed only in terms of increased appeal in the product/service market, but it does 

not improve the organization of the company’s production system.

On the other hand, if we consider revenues, we observe how offsetting procedures 

can enjoy higher “visibility” in comparison with internal company’s certifications, 

2 This assumption represents the starting point of recent criticisms on CO2 offsetting, according to which the extension 
of voluntary emission offsetting practices could decrease operators’ attention to the need for continuous improvements in 
technologies and production processes aiming at reducing emissions at the source.
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just because they can be applied in open contexts, such as public areas available for 

citizens. Being externalized, the commitment is more immediately visible, compared 

to a procedure that is entirely developed inside a company.

This makes the environmental commitment easier to communicate to customers and, 

consequently, it facilitates a more immediate return in terms of company’s image. It is 

clearly an interesting effect, particularly to those companies addressing a consumers’ 

market and, above all, to those addressing “local” customers.

This characteristic takes a special value, if it is applied to the strategies of production 

clusters, which give a special significance to the “local component”, as a consequence 

of the specific link created in these structures between a group of companies 

representing the cluster and the area where they are located. A recent research 

(R.Cariani – Ecodistretti – Eco-clusters, 2009) pointed out the remarkable commitment 

in favour of the environment of a significant group of Italian clusters which may 

consider emission offsetting with “local” projects as a strong motivation for further 

reducing the environmental impact through offsetting initiatives.

If we consider the situations that may generate an increase in revenues, we do not 

detect any other differences in the principles, compared to the other certifications, 

except that the lack of shared acknowledgement systems at EU level (brands) may 

cause difficulties in fully exploiting the image advantages related to a company’s 

environmental commitment. In any case, an entrepreneur’s major task is to activate 

all marketing strategies, by identifying «the winning competitive advantages, then to 

adopt them and know how to use them, as well as to maintain them in the time, improve 

them and in case replace them, so to have the needed competitive predominance to 

win the challenges with the competitors: this predominance will be certainly felt and 

valued by the addressed eco-market segments» (A. Foglio – 2008 Marketing ecologico 

– Ecologic market, Franco Angeli, Milan).

Consumers’ perception of quality certifications are still a fundamental element 

to guess how the market could appreciate companies’ efforts to reduce their 

environmental impact.

Starting from the assumption established about ten years ago in the Green Paper 

on Corporate Social Responsibility, according to which «consumers do not only want 

good and safe products, but they also want to know if they are produced in a socially 
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responsible manner», the results of a survey carried out in April 2009 by the European 

Commission Agency Eurobarometer on a sample of about 26,500 citizens from the 27 

Member States were analyzed.

According to this survey, only 21% of European citizens (and 26% of the Italian 

citizens) believe that purchasing goods characterized by environmental quality brands 

or coming from certified companies can have a strong impact on environmental 

problems, whereas they give more importance to such topics as reducing waste 

production and recycling.

However, with regard to this aspect, it must be observed that the impact of products 

on the environment is thought a “very important” element for the choice of their 

purchasing procedures by 34% of European citizens (and 54% of the Italian citizens). 

Further criteria concerned product quality, price and knowledge of the brand.
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Criteria adopted to choose products

47% of European citizens (and 56% of Italian citizens) declared that ecologic labels 

attached on products play an important role in their purchasing choice. However, it 
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must be highlighted that this aspect mostly refers to recycling/re-using of products, 

while, concerning greenhouse gas emissions, this motivation is ranked the last and is 

indicated only by 10% of the interviewees (and not more than 6% in Italy).

How the product can 
be recycled

Guarantee that product 
comes from eco-sustainable 
sources

Guarantee that packaging 
is eco-compatible

Total GHG emitted 
for production

Doesn't know/doesn't answer

Italy EU 27

Information that should be featured in an environmental label

It is worthwhile pointing out that the disaggregation of this item in accordance with 

age, education degree and type of living zone (metropolitan, urban and rural areas) 

supplied by Eurobarometer indicates that emissions are mainly taken into account 

by persons between 25 and 54 (the 2 central classes of the sample articulation), 

with higher education level and living in metropolitan and urban areas.

Although the apparently modest level of interest for greenhouse gas emissions, 

72% of European citizens (and 80% of Italian citizens) declared that a label should be 

made compulsory to provide indications about products’ carbon footprint, whereas 

a reduced percentage of the interviewees – about 7-8% both at Community and 

Italian level – declared that they have no interest at all for this type of information, 

and instead the remaining share was favourable to a “voluntary” labeling system 

on this matter.
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Yes

No, it should only 
be voluntary

No interest for 
carbon footprint

Doesn't know/doesn't answer

Do you think that a label featuring information 
on carbon footprint should be compulsory?

Italy EU 27

A further interesting fact spotlighted by the research by Eurobarometer deals with 

consumers’ confidence in producers’ environmental declarations. In the EU27, only 6 

consumers out of 100 are totally confident in these declaration (5 out of 100, in Italy) and 

43 out of 100 are “fairly” confident (33 out of 100 in Italy).

It must be observed that this item referred to the Italian market is ranked the last but 

one and is followed only by Bulgaria – thus witnessing a general lack of confidence of 

national consumers in producers’ reliability.

Absolutely reliable

Fairly reliable

Not much reliable

Not reliable at all

Doesn't know/doesn't 
answer

Italy EU 27

How much do you rely on producers' declarations 
about their environmental performance?
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The disaggregated data, in accordance with age, education level and living zone, in 

this case, highlight the higher confidence of the young generations in the age range 

15-39, with higher education level and living in metropolitan and urban areas.

Consumers’ approach is therefore still characterized by an incomplete maturity in the 

knowledge of issues related to the environmental impact of production processes, 

with particular reference to more innovative initiatives like emission offsetting. 

The data made available by Eurobarometer show that a significant percentage of 

consumers pay attention to environmental labels on products and therefore they 

can really contribute to improve the commercial success of those products, in terms 

of increasing sales and worth increment. However, the carbon and greenhouse gas 

issue still represents a secondary environmental issue for most of the population, 

in comparison with others that are considered as more relevant. Therefore, it is 

clear that, for companies, the worth of brands witnessing their environmental 

commitment on this aspect is surely lower.

With this regard, it is worthwhile observing that the worth differential of a brand 

referred to carbon footprint could overturn in accordance with the type of good or 

service sold in the market. Actually, in case of products whose targets are persons 

included in the age and education level range that demonstrated higher sensitiveness 

to the greenhouse gas issue (i.e. intermediate age and higher dedication level) 

the situation could be more favourable to a brand that would possibly witness the 

company’s commitment to reduce, or offset, its CO2 emissions. This result is easy to 

interpret if we consider the complexity of the topics concerning atmospheric carbon 

and the need for some scientific knowledge background for fuller understanding of 

issues related to waste disposal and recycling, which citizens can more easily refer 

to their everyday experience.

Another interesting situation is represented by green procurements, which have 

been adopted by a growing number of Public Administrations in the last years, for 

the provision of goods and services. In this case, the competitive advantage for the 

company in relation with the certification of the environmental commitment could 

be translated into the possibility of having access to specific tender procedures.

Finally, a further relevant aspect is the low confidence in companies’ declarations 

shown by European citizens – and above all by the Italians – which determines the 

need for supporting brands and claims with a robust certification structure that can 

guarantee that the undertaken commitments are reliable and proven. Once more, the 
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importance is stressed of a “local” demonstration of environmental commitments, 

which constitutes one of Carbomark cornerstones favouring consumers’ perception 

of the real correspondence between brand and environmental results. From this 

point of view, the lack of a Community brand highlighting the offsetting commitment 

to offset, at the moment, represents a major constraint for the exploitation of this 

procedure and most probably only few consumers can appreciate the importance of 

this environmental commitment, nowadays.

5.2 The legislative study

To identify the main elements of reference for the definition of a coherent carbon 

market model with the most successful strategies that are used worldwide to 

offset emissions, the legislative study preliminarily reviewed the rules and laws 

characterizing the various standards currently in use.

The first output of this study was a sort of glossary containing the most significant 

concepts for distinguishing carbon credit certification standards which Carbomark 

market refers to, especially with reference to carbon stocking projects related to 

forest management.

Therefore, this study compared the main standards to exchange carbon credits 

with the aim of identifying differences and similarities which are illustrated in this 

document through a synoptic scheme comparing the different standards.

Additionality

The concept of additionality establishes that a project has to provide evidences 

supporting that promoted actions are really “additional” to what would have occurred 

if the project had not been carried out. As a consequence, the additional financial 

means coming from the sold carbon credits will only have to be linked to “additional” 

actions related to the project implementation.

Additionality has become one of the most controversial issues in all projects dealing 

with carbon, since it is fundamental for buyers to know that their economic investments 

are essential to carry out a project and do not merely generate further financial benefits 

to a project that would have been carried out even without their contribution.
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All analyzed standards use an additionality evaluation device that is valid for Clean 

Development Mechanism (CDM)3 projects, which requires the following operations:

To provide evidence for the fact that generating and selling carbon credits is 

fundamental in the decision of carrying out a project;

To identify and describe at least two scenarios about the use of the territory for 

the proposed project – a “project scenario” and a “without project scenario”;

To carry out an investment analysis, by comparing the thus determine 

scenarios. If the analysis does not prove that the additional financial resources 

coming from the sold carbon credits are needed to carry out the project, a 

further analysis will be required. This analysis will demonstrate, e.g., that the 

lack of technical or legislative skills is crucial for the project implementation. 

In this phase, it is necessary to demonstrate that the sold certificates will 

help overcome these problems;

To present an example of activity to carry out and demonstrate that the project 

does not include any activities that are a common practice in other projects 

that does not generate carbon credits.

Only when all these steps give a positive confirmation, the project can be considered 

as additional.

Leakage

Leakage are the increased emissions or the diminished greenhouse gas sequestration 

caused by a project, but not quantified inside the project itself. It occurs when, as 

a consequence of the implementation of a carbon sequestration project, emissions 

increase in an area outside the project area. An example for this occurs when areas 

devoted to farming or pastures for cattle are commuted into areas for forestry uses 

or nature preservation, which stock carbon. In this case, the positive effect related 

to stocking could be limited or nullified, in case the farming or grazing activities 

3 CDM represents one of the flexible devices included in the Kyoto Protocol (art. 12), which allows companies in industrialized 
countries featuring emission constraints to carry out projects aiming at reducing greenhouse gas emissions in developing 
countries featuring no emission constraints. Among the projects that can be potentially carried out, there are “afforestation 
and reforestation” (A/R) projects.
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were simply shifted to other areas as a consequence of the project.

It is clearly a negative effect that can be made even unintentionally, but must be 

taken into due consideration, in order to avoid the risk of nullifying the environmental 

benefit achieved in the project area through negative impacts generated in other 

areas.

Baseline

Baseline is a hypothetical basic scenario describing the most probable evolution that 

would have occurred, if a project had not been carried out. The basic scenario must 

be reliable and represent a correct reference value for the quantification of the net 

benefits of the greenhouse gas reduction produced by the project.

Permanence

Permanence is one of the most relevant topics for forest mitigation projects, since 

forestry can be generally used both as sinks and as carbon sources.

To guarantee that forests sequestrate carbon for a long time, an appropriate forest 

management is required along with possible offsetting measures, in case some 

events take place and release the stocked carbon. These events can have different 

origins – natural origins (e.g. fires, parasites, floods, and storms), political origins 

(e.g. legislative changes) or financial origins (e.g. lack of resources to continue the 

project).

When designing mitigation interventions based on forest management, the risk 

of missing the expected stock must be considered, to put in place management 

strategies that can avoid such problem, also by adopting a “risk buffer” featuring 

larger carbon stocks than the exchanged quantity, with the aim of offsetting possible 

losses due to missed absorption or to unintentional release.

Credit certification

To generate real and reliable carbon credits, projects have to be subject to certification 

processes including the following phases:

•	 Initial validation;
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•	Regular audits;

•	Emission and registration of carbon credits;

•	Certification procedures.

Concerning credit registration, since the carbon market is on a voluntary base 

and no authority registers all projects with their respective carbon credits, it is 

fundamental to guarantee that project developer sell their credits only once. To 

avoid double-accounting, the organizations responsible for the various standards 

have therefore the responsibility for registering the projects and their CO2 credits 

in a transparent way.

Moreover, with regard to all projects on the use of the territory, changes in the 

use of the territory and silviculture (LULUCF) one more risk of double-accounting 

is determined by article 3.4 of the Kyoto Protocol. According to this article, when a 

project area is in a country included in Annex I of the Protocol, the credits issuing 

from changed land use have to be included in the National Carbon Register. To 

avoid that climate benefits are counted in both markets, project developer have to 

ensure that their credits are used in only one of the possible markets.

Transparency and communication

As CO2 is invisible, it is important to communicate in a transparent and easy way 

how and where carbon has been sunk, by providing all information necessary for the 

full awareness of the environmental relevance of the projects.

Unlike other types of mitigation projects, forest mitigation projects offer the 

advantage that stocked carbon is easier to identify and climate benefits can be more 

easily seen by an undifferentiated public.

At present, there are several international standards – more or less “successful” – 

that certify carbon credits related to farming and forest measures.

Among these, Carbomark partners have identified the most reliable standards 

from the point of view of the methodology as well as those including agroforestry 

measures that are more similar to the measures that Carbomark considers as 

possible carbon offset in Veneto and Friuli Venezia Giulia regions.
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The following four standards have been selected:

•	Climate Community and Biodiversity Standards (CCBS)

•	Carbon Fix Standard (CFS)

•	Plan Vivo System

•	Voluntary Carbon Standard (VCS AFOLU)

As a study by Ecosystem4 also revealed, the 

distribution of the volume of traded credits in the 

markets of the various standards can be summed up 

as in the reported pie chart. The analyzed standards 

represent a very remarkable portion of the whole 

market, with CCBS covering 10%, Plan Vivo 6% and 

VCS 9%.

Moreover, projects featuring several certifications – 

including, CCBS and VCS – represent further 28%. 

Carbonfix standard, which is included in “other” category, has been however analyzed, 

because – independently from the number of approved projects - it features a large 

number of similarities with Carbomark standard.

The following table compares the main characteristics of the four analyzed standards 

with those of Carbomark market.

Carbon Community 
and Biodiversity 
Standards CCBS

CarbonFix Plan Vivo System Volontary Carbon 
Standard (VCS) CARBOMARK

Eligible projects

Forestry, IFM, 
agroforestry, 
REDD, other 

LULUCF

Forestry, 
agroforestry

Forestry, IFM, 
agroforestry, 

REDD

Forestry, IFM, 
agroforestry, 
REDD, other 

LULUCF

Sustainable forest 
management, urban 

forestry, wood 
products, biochar

Generation of 
credits Not featured Ex-ante Ex-ante and 

ex-post Ex-post Ex-ante and 
ex-post

Project starting 
date Any After December 

11, 1997 Any Any After December 
11, 1997

Prescriptions for 
planting area None Missing forest for 

at least ten years None Missing forest for 
at least ten years

No afforestation 
measure is 
featureed

4 2009. State of the Forest Carbon Markets - Taking Root & Branching Out 2010 - A Report by Ecosystem Marketplace & New 
Carbon Finance

CCB+VCS+ACR
28%

CCB 10%

Greenhouse 
Friendly 

11%SGS 
COV+FSC

10%

SGS 
COV 
7%

ISO
14064 
10%

VCS 9%

Plan 
Vivo 8%

CAR
5%

Other
3%
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Additionality Specific criteria 
of CCBS standard

Financial 
additionality only

Barrier analysis 
and verification 

that the measure 
is not a best 

practice

Specific tests 
on the project 
are carried out 
by indipendent 

auditors

It is guranteed both 
from the legal and 
technical point of 
view.

Credit calculation A/R CDM
A/R CDM, CFS 
method, VCS 

method
CFS method A/R CDM, VCS 

method

Regulations are 
tested (urban 

forestry)

“New” methods 
for credit 
calculation

Approved by 
CCBS Not featured Featured for all 

projects Approved by VCS

Technical 
additionality (forest 

management and 
wood products)

Eligible carbon 
pools Not featured

(Part.) wood 
biomass and 

(part.) non-wood 
biomass

Wood biomass

Above-ground 
biomass, below-
ground biomass 

(optional: bedding, 
dead wood and soil)

Self-developed 
methodology 
coherent with IPCC 
guidelines

Risk buffer

Not featured (the 
buffer featured 
for the chosen 
standard for 

credit calculation)

Featured Featured Featured
Methodology 
developed by 

Carbomark project

Value of risk 
buffer – 30% At least 10% 10-60%

Above-ground tree 
biomass (optional: 
optional: bedding, 

dead wood and soil)

Consideration 
of social and 
economic benefits

High Medium High Low Featured

Time period 
between one 
audit and the 
following

5 years 2-5 years 3-5 years 
(suggested)

5 years (with 
financial 

incentive)

Forest management: 
based on regional 

maps of disturbances 
indexed by type.

CO2 credit register Not featured On-line register On-line register

3 distinct 
registers merging 
into one common 
on-line database

Wood products: 
optional (insurance)

Communication 
with the public Poor High Medium Poor Urban forestry: 

buffer
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Concerning eligible measures, it is interesting to notice that Carbomark has chosen 

not to include afforestation, because in Italy, this activity is presently included in 

the “compulsory” Kyoto market and in both project regions it also receive financial 

support via the Rural Development Programme, and therefore it does not guarantee 

additionality.

Ex-post generation of credits, which is typical in the A/R system of CDM, is 

considered by some sector specialists5 as not much effective and, above all, as not 

“attractive” for project developers. In this sense, the choice made by Carbomark of 

ex-ante credit certification is certainly winning.

Regarding additionality, the poor attention devoted to this aspect by Carbonfix 

standard must be pointed out, although all standards – including Carbomark – feature 

the possibility of applying other criteria with technical and scientific soundness.

Risk buffer – which is considered as essential by all standards – is “put aside” by 

the single project and features an extremely variable value range. Some standards 

(e.g. Carbon Fix and VCS) manage a share “package” directly as a safety measure 

to cover possible project failures.

Another relevant aspect is related to regular auditing. In this sense, the standards 

featuring non-voluntary auditing (e.g. Plan Vivo and VCS) are less reliable.

A positive aspect is the creation and publication of on-line registers that guarantee 

transparency and curb the double-accounting risk – except for VCS standard, which 

features the access to these data only after a registration.

In conclusion, concerning CCBS standard, the most relevant aspect is that carbon 

credits are not directly certified, but one more standard has to be applied. However, 

this “combination” can allow these credits to get significantly lower prices, thanks 

to the certification of economic and social co-benefits for the population and 

guaranteed by CCBS. Regarding forest projects, the standard has made important 

experience, above all with medium/big-sized projects (> 1,000 ha) and is growing 

rapidly.

CarbonFix appears as a high-quality standard, with clear guidelines, easy application 

and simple web-system models for users. Buyers get transparent credits that 

5 Eduard Merger, 2008
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can be also traced by clients and guarantee an effective communication policy 

addressing third parties, since sustainable forest management is also always 

ensured. Moreover, as CFS is exclusively focused on forest certification projects, it 

shows a great potential both for small and for big projects (> 100 ha).

Plan Vivo standard is particularly suitable for projects ensuring poor communities 

in development countries use their land in a sustainable way. Credit buyers are 

guaranteed that local rural communities and farmers receive support, so to reduce 

the impoverishment and degradation of the ecosystems.

Finally, VCS AFOLU standard on the whole does not provide a clear guide for 

project developers and is difficult to understand. VCS focuses only on generating 

ex-post carbon credits, without paying attention to either social and economic or 

environmental co-benefits. The fact that carbon revenues take place later because 

of the ex-post accreditation makes VCS “attractive” for commercial purposes only 

when projects are very big (> 10,000 ha).

Generally, we can state that every standard shows strengths and weaknesses. 

Carbomark standard has tried to choose the positive aspects of each of them and to 

create a system which is easy to manage and is designed for the context in which 

it works.

5.3 Definition of the market model

With Carbomark project, the promoters aimed at implementing a new market 

model, with all characteristics of excellence of the present setting of international 

standards and referring to four different types of projects that can generate credits: 

forest management, urban forestry management, use of wood products and use of 

biochar – the last being only considered as experimental, for the moment.

When designing the new model, four fundamental principles inspired it, to guarantee 

the environmental effectiveness of the proposed market:

•	Harmonization: Since the international situation of credits quantification is very 

diversified, especially in relation with mitigation measures linked to agroforestry 

projects, Carbomark market model defines in a transparent way both the eligibility 

criteria and methodology applied to ensure that they are real, permanent, additional 

and single. The suggested methodology can therefore represent a benchmark 
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for those who want to develop and adopt they forest credit types included in 

Carbomark market.

•	Rigour and reliability: Carbomark market model proposes criteria to ensure 

rigourous and reliable credits sold in the market, which imply the exclusion of 

some project types (among them, afforestation and reforestation, which are 

already included in national strategies of subscription of the Kyoto Protocol), the 

creation of buffer (or “reserve”) devices that preserve from the risk of undesirable 

carbon release as well as the definition of sale contracts between buyers and 

sellers identifying binding commitments for both parties for a long time.

•	Transparent methodology and information: It has been chosen to spread via the 

project website (www.carbomark.org ) some information that is useful to evaluate 

the effectiveness of the suggested projects, including the criteria to choose credit 

eligibility, minimal requirements and the methods to face some crucial aspects of 

the project, like credit permanence, baseline, counting and monitoring as well as 

the specific protocols for each credit type and the commercial transactions that 

have taken place in Carbomark market.

•	 Innovation: Carbomark market, also in coherence with LIFE+ programme objectives 

granting projects with a highly innovative content, has undertaken two action that 

are completely new in an international context: the creation of a platform to trade 

credits at “local” level and the adoption of innovative mitigation measures, for 

which protocols for counting carbon sequestration have been defined. These 

measures include wood products – which can replace highly energy-intensive 

materials – urban forestry and biochar.

The market model developed for Carbomark is characterized by some important 

factors, inspired by the above-mentioned principles that make it particularly reliable 

and effective from the environmental point of view.

First of all, the proposed mechanism prevents the risk of double-accounting the 

shares that have already been included in national accounting, in the framework 

of the Kyoto Protocol. Such problem raises only for forest management projects, 

because all other measures generating credits for Carbomark market (i.e. wood 

products, urban forestry and biochar) are excluded from art. 3.3 and 3.4 of the Kyoto 

Protocol.

Actually, supposing that a national register of carbon credits were settled, the 
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credits counted on Carbomark market would only be those generated with the 

more effective – in terms of carbon sequestration – forest management measures, 

compared to the normally run activities that are already included in the national 

“cap”. It is envisaged that sequestration has to be generated with an “additional” 

measure, in comparison with the normal forest management adopted by forest 

owners (the so-called business as usual), who take on the commitment of adopting 

management strategies to have an additional carbon sequestration to the current 

management practices that are evaluated at local/regional level.

An important aspect related to the concept of “additionality” is that additionality is 

evaluated by Carbomark market in the overall reduction system (forest-company) 

activated by the market, instead of evaluating only one of the involved sectors 

(e.g. the forest). As a matter of fact, the project features the creation of a “carbon 

absorber-carbon emitter” combination which reduces the overall CO2 availability in 

the atmosphere, in comparison with the situation before the contract subscription. 

This is ensured by the fact that carbon shares are not freely sold (like in other 

voluntary markets), but only to companies that have subscribed a commitment 

to reduce their emissions in the atmosphere in the commitment period of the 

project. This real reduction of a company’s emissions “together with” the binding 

commitment to stock subscribed by the forest owner determine an overall policy 

that is certainly additional to what the forest-company system put in place altogether 

before the contract subscription.

Again with reference to forest management, another qualifying aspect is represented 

by taking into account that, in the mechanism of carbon credit calculation, there 

are some risks of unintentional release in the commitment period. To this aim, 

Carbomark market adopts an algorithm to calculate credits that has been fine-tuned 

after a careful analysis of the situation in both project regions, particularly with 

reference to the risks of fires, diffusion of pathologies and parasite attacks, which 

could destroy wood material and release carbon under the form of carbon dioxide.

The criteria adopted to define buffers are transparent and therefore such coefficients 

can be easily tailored on the specific situations of the areas where Carbomark model 

is to be replicated.

The inclusion of urban forestry, wood products and biochar in Carbomark market, 
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with methods that will be described later, represents another feature of the 

proposed model. Although there is no risk of double-accounting, because these 

project types are not included in the Kyoto Protocol and are therefore excluded 

from national accounting, these stocking methods also feature rigorous criteria to 

calculate credits and guarantee a real additionality, in comparison with the situation 

that would have occurred without the commitment subscription as well as to ensure 

that the commitment will last for a sufficient time to achieve a positive effect on 

carbon trends.

This is also an innovative aspect of this project, especially concerning the possible 

use of biochar. This product, whose potential in terms of stocked carbon is really 

remarkable (unlike other wood materials biochar carbon stocking is only comparable 

to geologic stocking), has only been considered as an experimental use, as long as 

a large scale adoption has not found a suitable place in the context of agronomic 

procedures as well as in force regulations about the use of soil amendants and 

fertilizers.

Finally, about the market transparency, the Regional Authorities of Veneto and 

Friuli Venezia Giulia have settled two Regional Observatories that will not only be 

responsible for keeping the credit register, but also for monitoring the market after 

project end. This action will ensure reliability and transparency to transactions that, 

although pleaded by the public sector, are and will remain “voluntary” initiatives. 

From this point of view, the hope expressed by the project promoters is that the 

market participation is evaluated by potential buyers and sellers as any other 

possible use of resources that can provide an economic return to the investment, 

can take into account the risks and duration of the investment and at the same time 

considers the generated positive environmental effect.

The reliability of the model prepared with the project should be such as to facilitate 

companies’ possibility to “spend” their environmental commitment in terms of 

green marketing, thus contributing to generate the image of a company working in 

harmony with the environment.

Credit transactions take place under the form of a direct contract between buyers 

and sellers, in which both take on binding commitments.

Buyers are represented by small/medium enterprises, multi-utilities and service 
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companies that are not compelled to undertake any reductions envisaged in the Kyoto 

Protocol, that is they are not included in Annex I of Dir. 2009/29/CE (as amending 

Directive 2003/87/CE) settling a Community system to trade CO2 emission shares, 

called EUA (EU Allowances). In special cases, local public administrations can also 

buy credits.

Buyers include organizations belonging to all production sectors as well as service 

companies, like banks, multi-utilities, local transport companies, etc.

Carbomark market requires a buyers’ commitment to reduce emissions, which 

represents an almost unique case in the national context, where, on the contrary, 

transactions in voluntary markets normally occur only on the base of a carbon 

stocking project, but do not feature any emitters’ obligations.

Therefore, the participation in Carbomark not only induces companies to offset 

carbon, but also to undertake investments and start procedures reducing the 

emissions of their production activity.

Credit sellers include forest owners, local Public Administrations, private 

citizens adopting agroforestry measures contributing to carbon sequestration, by 

accomplishing with the constraints set by the procedures to calculate the amount of 

credits. The market subscription takes place after a seller’s eligibility requirements 

together with the designed mitigation measures have been verified.

Carbomark market therefore features the participation of specialists with suitable 

preparation (whose professional characteristics are described in Carbomark manual) 

that audit the system and certify the presence of the credits to sell in the market.

One more Carbomark market party are the Regional Authorities promoting the 

project, which, in the first operation period, will manage the Kyoto Observatories as 

well as the website www.carbomark.org, the IT platform supporting all transactions 

that will take place in Carbomark market.

Carbon credits traded in Carbomark market can be generated with the following project 

types:

•	Carbon sequestration projects from sustainable forest management;

•	Projects featuring the use of wood products replacing other more energy-intensive 

materials;

•	Projects in urban forestry;

•	Production and spreading of vegetal carbon (biochar) on the soil – this type of projects 
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is considered as “experimental”, for the moment.

In case an organization interested in selling carbon credits is a forest owner, 

Carbomark market will allow them to sell the credits generated by sustainable 

forest management. To this aim, two different actions have been identified to allow 

these – both public and private - organizations to sell their own carbon credits that 

may be ready:

•	Saving the wood increment. A forest owner will undertake to devote part of the 

increment available for harvesting to keeping the accumulated carbon stock in the 

forest;

•	Restructuring forest areas with low coverage density. This measure only deals 

with those forest areas that were classified as forests in the reference year of 

the Kyoto protocol – 1990. On the contrary, this action may not be considered as 

“restructuring”, but rather as reforestation and would be therefore counted as a 

measure that has to be included in the national yearly report on GHG emissions 

(ARD activity, art. 3.3 of the KP).

Additionality is always guaranteed, because, when subscribing the voluntary market, 

forest owners intentionally take away part of the wood increment from possible 

harvesting and commit themselves – by subscription of a 30-year contract – to 

generate and sell CO2 credits – which they will afterwards maintain – on a voluntary 

base and in addition to what the law prescribes.

Credit permanence is guaranteed, by the application of a buffer, which is defined 

as a percentage related to the increment, to offset possible carbon release due to 

biotic and abiotic disturbances. The incidence of this buffer is proportional to the 

risk of the event taking place in a specific return time.

The minimal information needed to assess carbon credits generated by forest 

properties after choosing to save the wood increment are:

•	Harvest or stem volume

•	 Increment rate (from a sample of small wood carrots in sample plants);

•	Real yearly removal that a forest owner undertakes to make.

All these types of information allow to assess the above-ground tree biomass only 

with reference to the existent cormometric wood biomass, whereas the carbon 
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variation in the below-ground biomass as well as in the soil is not assessed, after 

establishing, in accordance with bibliographic references, that stock values are 

extremely uncertain and stock variations are not relevant, in the time of generated 

credit validity.

Credits are quantified either in the framework of “Restructuring plans” of forest 

parcel stand or of an equivalent instrument, by considering the following parameters:

•	Only harvested parcels;

•	Potential removal of above-ground tree biomass (Rp);

•	Yearly removal of the analyzed forest property (Rr);

•	Risk of disturbances (fires, parasite attacks, tree collapsing) (d).

Calculating credits implies the application of some reduction factors to avoid 

double counting in relation with the commitments that Italy has undertaken in the 

international context, ratified with the ratification of the Kyoto Protocol.

The risk that disturbances may occur has been assessed, by distributing the events 

and using historical data sets available at regional level and defining the incidence 

rate of an event with a return time of 30 years. The credits generated by these 

forest measures therefore include a buffer area to the purpose of guaranteeing 

credit permanence.

An auditing of the credits that a property has really generated has to take place 

contemporaneously to the renewal of a management plan (every 10-12 years) and 

the buffer area – where no wood harvesting will be permitted – will be possibly 

expanded, in case a lower quantity of credits will be assessed, compared to the 

expected quantity.

In the restructuring of forest areas with low coverage density, can be included 

all those forest properties that were classified as soil used as “wood”, in 1990, 

following the definition of forest by INFC, which however are not included in the 

definition of wood for the involved Regional Authorities – that is, they are not 

included in the definition as per Legislative Decree 227/01. Such properties will 

be available for offsetting interventions targeting forest restructuring. Additionality 

is guaranteed, since these interventions would not have taken place without the 

carbon credit market.

In this case, the types of information needed for the assessment of the credits 
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produced by the restructuring measure are:

•	Used species;

•	Age of used plants;

•	Number of plants used;

•	 Increment in used species;

•	Possible cultivation treatments and interventions featured for the years following to 

planting (pruning);

•	Disturbance indicators in the project area (fire potential, parasite attack susceptibility 

and collapsing from wind susceptibility).

Regarding credits from the use of wood products, carbon is sunk as long as wood 

neither decomposes nor is burnt or disposed in landfills. Moreover, replacing other 

materials with high energy intensity – like aluminium and steel – with wood is associated 

with lower emissions of CO2 and other polluters during the product life-cycle.

The approach adopted by Carbomark market for this measure only considers the 

CO2 equivalent content stocked in wood products, without taking into account the 

lower emissions related to the replacement effect, in comparison with the use of 

more energy-consuming materials. During Carbomark market start-up, the choice 

of measures related to the use of wood products was limited only to wood for 

structural use – such as beams, floors, walls and laminated wood – for the following 

reasons:

•	The average life-time is longer than other products’ life-time, therefore permanen-

ce is longer – in average between 50 and 100 years;

•	They can be featured in public tenders as well as in private buildings;

•	The choice of these products is less influenced by external variables – such as, 

consumers’ preferences, market fashion, etc.

Concerning credit owners, they include Public Administrations, private building 

companies, companies’ associations, as well as a private citizen that decides to build 

infrastructures using a higher quantity of structural wood compared to a Business As 

Usual (BAU), which is defined in the chapter on additionality. The fundamental analysis 

unit is therefore represented by the final project of a building/infrastructure built by one 

of the above-mentioned project owners and already tested by the competent authority.

Buildings and infrastructures have to be located either in Friuli Venezia Giulia in Veneto 
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region. All buildings/infrastructures completed after January 1, 2008, provided that they 

pass the additionality test described below.

In addition, in consideration of the fact that Carbomark wants to reward locally developed 

projects, actions related to “wood product credit” feature the concept of short supply 

chain of wood products. The introduction of short supply chain and of a rewarding factor 

for the use of local wood is coherent with a market that not only supports the use of 

wood in local infrastructures, but also the use of local wood, with the aim of reducing the 

energy balance related to material transportation.

For these reasons, a factor equal to 1 is applied to the calculation of credits from wood 

products whose verified origin is within a distance of 70 km from the place of use, 

whereas a reduction factor equal to 0.8 is applied, if the material comes from further 

than 70 km from the place of use. This coefficient is based on some studies that have 

compared the energy balance related to transport emissions of wood products coming 

from a distance of 70 km from the place of use and further distances, up to 1,000 km. 

The average difference in terms of emissions established that a short supply chain has 

20% lower emissions.

Only completed or to be built buildings/infrastructures that determine CO2 reductions, 

in comparison with a business as usual (BAU) scenario, will be considered for credit 

generation. The criterion of additionality will be met, if the completion of a building/

infrastructure really implies greater use of structural wood in comparison with the 

threshold representing the BAU, which takes into account the average wood consumption 

of the building sector in the area of the organization that will sell credits.

Finally, in the case of credits from urban forestry, the atmospheric CO2 sequestration 

performed by trees is linked to their growth and mortality. Both processes then depend 

on the species, the age and structural characteristics of urban forestry.

Generally, designing and managing urban forestry to maximize CO2 sink should consider 

the following aspects:

•	Planting as many trees as possible and replace the dead ones immediately;

•	Supplying planted trees with an optimal environment for their growth (e.g. with 

sufficient space for the increase of crowns and roots);

•	Creating various conditions for the growth with trees of different species and featuring 

different ages;

•	Grouping plants of different species, but with similar maintenance needs (e.g. 
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irrigation, pruning, fertilizing, etc.);

•	 Improving the maintenance techniques of public green through a reduction of the 

emissions related to this activity.

For this reason, urban forestry management include “all actions related to planting 

and/or maintaining urban forests to increase the carbon stock, by also considering CO2 

emissions caused by these operations”.

Carbomark model identifies two types of measures that can generate CO2 credits to sell 

in the market:

•	Urban afforestation projects;

•	 Improvement of urban forestry management.

Afforestation projects generating CO2 credits will include projects that have been 

implemented in a municipality area since 2008. In this case, the Municipality/

Managing organization will have to prove with specific documentation that those 

projects have not been implemented to accomplish with national/regional laws and 

municipal regulations.

The project has also to be implemented by Municipalities/Managing organizations 

located either in Veneto or in Friuli Venezia Giulia regions.

The normal permanence of CO2 credits – calculated in conformity with the 

methodology described below in this chapter – is of 30 years and if some stocked 

carbon is released during this period, lost credits will have to be replaced.

To the purpose of calculating stocked carbon, the GHG emissions associated with 

the use of motor-vehicles and equipment to plant and maintain trees will have to be 

detracted.

As a consequence, the carbon credits that will be sold by a Municipality/Managing 

organization as a result of an urban afforestation project are represented by the 

annually sunk net CO2 eq. tons, after deducing the emissions due to the project 

implementation and maintenance of planted trees.

Concerning biochar, as we have already mentioned, it is an opportunity that is only 

considered as experimental, for the moment, since spreading biochar on the soil is 

not allowed by the national legislation, yet. It can be only emphasized that, since there 

are no previous procedures of biochar used for carbon sequestration, its possible 
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application will certainly be considered as “additional”. Besides, the use of biochar 

neither implies any double-counting risk nor any possible unintentional emissions.

5.4 The first step of environmental monitoring

To evaluate the environmental effectiveness of Carbomark, the project has featured 

an environmental monitoring to assess the stocked carbon as a result of the initiative.

This monitoring has dealt with the stocking and emitting potential, by considering all 

organizations – both public and private – that, in the project life-time, have expressed 

their interest for joining Carbomark market either to buy or to sell credits, in both 

project regions.

Regarding carbon stocking, three out of the four methods to generate carbon credits 

were tested, i.e. forest management, wood products and urban forestry, whereas 

biochar was not considered for the moment, because it cannot be used for farming 

purposes in Italy, yet, for reasons related to the in force regulation.

Concerning forest management, the calculated availability was made on the base of 

expressions of interest coming directly from the administrations that are the forest 

owners, which were contacted during the project.

In chapter 3 the data on calculations made for both regions have been clearly 

illustrated.

It must be also emphasized that, in coherence with the environmental purposes 

of the project, priority has been given to the properties featuring an international 

standard certification (e.g. PEFC) which guarantees the sustainability of the adopted 

management methods.

With regard to wood products, the request of participating to Carbomark market has 

come from a private citizen that has built a house in Friuli Venezia Giulia, by using wood 

materials, following an innovative concept featuring the use of (PEFC-certificated) 

raw materials and local workers (the experience is illustrated at www.sadilegno.it). 

Although this project can potentially put only 7 CO2 eq. t in the market, it has been 

considered that this was an important experience for its innovative approach and for 

its visibility in the region.
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Finally, with reference to urban forestry, the project received a subscription request 

from the Municipality of Udine, which has planned to plant trees in areas previously 

devoted to different uses.

In all cases, the calculation of the credit quantities that could be sold were made on the 

base of algorithms developed by the project, by applying regional data bases.

Concerning the emissions, 20 companies have been altogether selected (10 for region), 

which belong to different production sectors.

For each company, the readiness to purchase credits has been assessed, which 

resulted in a total of 2,760 CO2 eq. t.

The companies applying for buying carbon credits in Carbomark market are in the 

production sectors illustrated in the following table.

Production sector No. of companies Credits (t CO2)

Furniture and furniture components 4 350

Multi-utilities and transports 5 1.320

Food-farming 4 500

Home appliances 2 450

Services 5 140

Once a company had undertaken the commitment to buy credits, its global emissions 

have been assessed by EAmbiente, a consultancy company contracted by Veneto Region.

Emissions were altogether assessed for a total amount of 135,384 CO2 t (data referred 

to 2009).

It is worthwhile pointing out that three of the organizations participating in the project 

requested that their emissions were calculated in accordance the method of LCA applied 

to the entire supply chain, instead of being focused only on their own production process; 

therefore they involved their suppliers that are upstream of the company’s activity. This 

request was considered as coherent with the project purposes, although it represented 

harder work to make the calculations needed to estimate the emissions. To guarantee 

good quality data and following to the higher assessment complexity, in these cases the 

activity was implemented in cooperation with the University of Padua – a project partner.
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5.5 Conclusions

The preliminary studies carried out in Carbomark project, without claiming to provide 

any original data to the current debate on topics related to carbon credits, allowed to 

spotlight some interesting trends for researchers and specialists. On the one hand, 

they allowed to fine-tune the development of Carbomark market model; on the other 

hand, they improved the project positioning in the benchmarking of strategies that 

are currently subject to discussion, with the aim of finding effective tools to contrast 

climate change – including voluntary carbon markets.

Particularly, the “economic study” offered an overview of the evolution of the 

relationship between the environment and companies. It highlighted that some 

companies have started to think, in the last few years, that the environment is not only 

a constraint, but also an opportunity for growing and developing.

The concept of “green marketing” considers the respect for the environment as the 

distinguishing mark of a company’s work, which tries to combine the consumers’ 

environmental awareness with the idea that environmental respect means a better 

product quality.

Among the various green marketing strategies, the economic study also highlighted 

that a voluntary carbon market is a more convenient option than other possible 

strategies, above all because it hardly affects a company’s production processes. This 

very aspect, which has sometimes raised negative comments and doubts on the real 

environmental effectiveness of voluntary markets, has been interpreted in a more 

restrictive way in relation with Carbomark market. This market therefore establishes 

binding commitments to improve the environmental performance of the companies 

participating in the project, although it lets them free to choose the type of investments 

in comparison with other possible initiatives.

The economic study also revealed some interesting consumers’ trends, when 

interpreting environmental labels attached on the products (analysis of the data 

provided by a European research carried out by Eurobarometer, in 2009). It emphasized 

a potential interest for green products that probably has not been fully expressed, yet.

These are therefore project results available above all to the companies that will 

approach Carbomark market, to prove the potential of this instrument and contribute 

to their direct involvement as carbon credit buyers.

If the economic study provided data that particularly address organizations outside the 
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development process of Carbomark market, the “legislative study”, instead, was first of 

all addressed to the technical project staff and provided an updated overview of the most 

used international certification standards. The main features of these standards were 

analyzed in the attempt at identifying their strengths and weaknesses and to define 

operating solutions allowing to concentrate some strengths in Carbomark model.

Of course, besides the use in the project, collected data are also available for 

everybody who is interested in analyzing these standard characteristics, since a 

compared overview of the individual peculiarities is supplied, which should facilitate 

the identification of both approaches and strategies adopted by each standard.

Moreover, the analysis allowed to formalize the methods to evaluate each standard 

and to develop a sort of glossary of significant technical terms that will be certainly 

useful for everybody with in need for getting deeper knowledge of the differences and 

similarities of those standards.
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C
arbomark project has certainly had the merit of proposing a new carbon 

market model, featuring a solid scientific and technical base and coherent 

with the present and future perspectives of the Kyoto Protocol.

Such model is inspired by four main featuring principles that ensure 

environmental effectiveness: harmonization, rigour and reliability, transparent 

methodology and information, and innovation. A further general criterion is also added 

to them, which is the “local” approach representing a peculiarity of Carbomark market. 

This criterion was particularly considered to facilitate the approach of companies (i.e. 

credit buyers) to this emission mitigation strategy.

Another distinguishing element is the fact that Carbomark market allows four different 

types of carbon sinks – three of them are already operating (i.e. forest management, 

wood products and urban forestry), while one – the use of biochar – is only considered 

as experimental, for the moment.

For each above-mentioned type, Carbomark model suggests independent procedures to 

calculate credits and establishes precise rules to manage the market, featuring two bodies 

– called “Kyoto Observatories” – settled in the seats of the Regional Administrations 

that promoted the project.

The procedures to calculate credits are synthesized by algorithms that refer to regional 

data bases and can be therefore easily tailored to different situations than those of 

Veneto and Friuli Venezia Giulia regions.

Actually, in the Management manual for local carbon markets – a public document 

available to download in the project website – there are all elements needed both to let 

the market operate in both regions that launched this instrument and to replicate the 

experience on international scale, in similar contexts.

The first experience of application are reassuring – at least in terms of sellers’ and buyers’ 

interest – and have highlighted a remarkable carbon absorption potential, although at the 
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same time they have emphasized the need for converging intentions with regional forest 

policies, in order to exploit the full GHG mitigation potential that this tool could facilitate.

In conclusion, it is worthwhile emphasizing that Carbomark project certainly represents a 

positive and important experience in the context of the various discussions on the topic 

of carbon offsetting, whose success has been facilitated by several cooperating factors 

that have contributed to determine the positive outcome.

First of all, the deep knowledge of the state of the art of the topic dealt with, which has 

been achieved by project partners in the years before the project started. This allowed 

to prepare a project proposal that was highly innovative and well-focused on objective 

and expected results.

Such situation was made possible on one hand by the strong involvement of the regional 

administrations (Veneto Region being the lead-partner, and Friuli Venezia Giulia Region 

being a partner), whose interest for the project topics had already been highlighted 

during the implementation of a previous project about carbon (see www.carbonpro.org ).

Secondly, the choice of stressing the technical element has proved to be winning 

and effective. The involved academic institutions (University of Padua and University 

of Udine) worked together in full harmony, to ensure reliability and scientific quality to 

market model preparation.

During project implementation, the work-group had to deal with issues unexpected 

at the time of project preparation. When the issues dealing with double-accounting in 

relation with the national policies managing carbon sinks related to the Kyoto Protocol 

were more closely analyzed, new elements had to be considered to identify choices that 

could preserve the market model from negative remarks that may have undermined its 

reliability and environmental effectiveness.

This was made in the belief that the strong rigour characterizing Carbomark model, 

although it sometimes does not favour especially forest owners that will decide to 

invest in this specific market, it will contribute to its future success both on national and 

international scale.

The numerous requests to participate in seminars and meetings on the issue of contrasting 

climate change which the project partners received in the final project phase witness 

the fact that Carbomark achieved its own visibility among the various voluntary carbon 

markets. The suggested model is widely described in the “manual”, which represents 

the most significant project deliverable. This model raised great interest in the scientific 
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community and among the specialists dealing with carbon topics, just because of the 

choice of adopting very strict rules on some critical aspects which affect all voluntary 

markets of this kind – such as, additionality, double-accounting, permanence, leakage, 

and safety buffer.

In the next future, it will be possible to evaluate more carefully the level of interest for 

Carbomark market of the organizations addressed by this instrument – i.e. credit buyers 

and sellers. Particularly, it will be interesting to see whether the rigour featured by this 

tool will contribute to make it more attractive to potential market players or, on the 

contrary, it will represent a limit to the model spread which will induce companies to turn 

to other emission mitigation instruments that set less constraints, or else they will adopt 

different green marketing strategies.

Therefore, it must be fully evaluated whether Carbomark market will be able to take 

advantage from its scientific rigour which has already achieved from the scientific and 

technical viewpoint, and whether it will be successful in the national/international context 

as an effective instrument to mitigate climate change and to improve the environment.

All official information on the project, the outputs and deliverables are available at www.

carbomark.org.




